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ANNOUNCEMENT

Homecoming Schedule

Oct. 27
7-9 PM. Preview reception of Alumni Art
Exhibition II. Media Center.

Oct. 28
Noon-5 RM. Alumni Art Exhibition II. Media
Center.
4-7:30 P.M. Registration. RMC lobby.
6:30 P.M. Cocktails, cash bar, honoring senior
faculty. RMC patio.
7:30 RM. Alumni Assembly and Dinner. Grand
Hall. Admission $10 per person (includes
dance admission), $10.50 at the door.
9:30 P.M. Homecoming Dance, music by
the Knight Owls. Sammy's. Admission $1 at
the door.

Oct. 29
8 A.m. Breakfast hosted by the Admissions
Office for alumni interviewers and alumni
interested in student recruiting. Cohen
House, advance reservations required.
9 A.m. -5 PM. Alumni Art Exhibition II. Media
Center.
9 A.M. -2 RM. Registration. RMC lobby.
9:30 km. -noon Open rehearsal of Shepherd
School of Music Chamber Orchestra. Ham-
man Hall.
9:30 A.M. Coffee honoring the Golden R. RMC
patio.
10:30 A.M. Wreath-laying ceremony per-
formed by the class of 1952. William Marsh
Rice's tomb.
10:30 A.M. Coffee hosted by 0.W.L.S. under-
graduates for 0.W.L.S. alumnae. Brown
College Library.
11:45 A.M. Reception and Lunch at residential
colleges; $2.00 in advance, $2.25 at the door.
2 P.M. Rice vs. Arkansas. Stadium; $8 per
person, plus $1 for postage and handling of
mail orders. Tickets may be ordered by
writing to the Athletic Ticket Office, P O. Box
1892, Houston, Tex. 77001. Request seats in
the alumni section and specify your class.
5 P.M. Oktoberfest Beer Garten, an all-school
party, alumni invited. Richardson College
basement.

The Lovett College Homecoming Cross
Country Race will begin Saturday morning
and run all day.

Fondren Library will hold tours from 10 A.m.
to noon during Homecoming. Special exhibits
arranged by Friends of Fondren will be
included.
The University History Committee will

have a special exhibit of memorabilia from the
classes of 1916 to 1930 in the Alumni Archives
Room, second floor of the RMC.

Rice's 1977 football season. For ticket infor-
mation, call (713) 526-1161.

Sept. 24 Louisiana State University at
Baton Rouge. 7:30 P.M.

Oct. 1 The University of Texas at Austin.
2 RM.

Oct. 8

Oct. 22

Oct. 29

Nov. 5

Nov. 12
Nov. 26
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Texas Christian University at Rice.
7:30 P.M.

Texas A&M University at Rice.
7:30 PM.

The University of Arkansas at
Rice (Homecoming). 2 P.m.

Southern Methodist University at
Dallas. 2 P.M.

Baylor University at Waco. 2 RM.
The University of Houston at

Rice. 2 P.M.
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Through Oct. 7 "Seven New York Artists:
Abstract Illusionism." Sewall Gallery, ground
floor, Sewall Hall. Hours: Mon. through Sat.,
noon to 5 P.M..

Sept. 15-Dec. 31 loseph Cornell," a collec-
tion of 63 shadow boxes, objects, and
collages by the American master, Joseph
Cornell. Rice Museum. Hours: Tues. through
Sat., 10 A.M. -5 P.M.; Sun., noon-6 P.M.. Films
by Cornell will be shown daily at 12:30 RM..

Sept. 15-Dec. 31 "The I at Play," a selection
of objects and images from the Menil Founda-
tion collection. Rice Museum.

Oct. 19-Nov. 18 "Architectural Drawings of
Ralph Adams Cram and Paintings by Hal
Reddicliffe." Sewall Gallery, ground floor.

Oct. 27-Nov. 6 "Alumni Art Exhibition II,"
Rice Media Center.
Oct. 27 Preview reception, 7-9 PM.
Oct. 28 Hours: noon-5 P.M.
Oct. 29 Hours: 9 A.M. -5 RM.
Oct. 30-Nov. 6 Hours: noon-5 P.M.

L EC TUR ES

Sept. 13-Oct. 25 Rice Alumni Institute
presents a lecture series by six Rice profes-
sors on "The Utility of Utopias." Lectures are
each Tuesday evening (excluding Sept. 27), in
the Chemistry Lecture Hall, 7:15 PM.. Admis-
sion, $12.50 for the series, $1 extra if paid at
the door.

Sept. 13-Oct. 25 Rice Alumni Institute
presents a lecture series by Alan Matusow,
professor of history, on "The Unravelling of
America." Lectures are each Tuesday eve-
ning (excluding September 27) in the Chemis-
try Lecture Hall, 8:30 P.M.. Admission, $12.50
for the series, $1 extra if paid at the door.
Both series cost $20.00.

Sept. 27 Hugh Sidey, Time magazine's Wash-
ington bureau chief and weekly columnist, will
speak on "The Nature of Leadership." Spon-
sored by Rice's Public Lectures Committee.
8 PM. in the Chemistry Lecture Hall. Open to
the public and free of charge.

Oct. 18 Robert W. Fri BA '57, presently
acting director of the Energy Research and
Development Administration, will discuss
energy supply problems in the U.S. Jointly
sponsored by the Energy Research Educa-
tion Foundation (EREF) and Rice. Hamman

Hall, 2:30 PM.. Open to the public and free of
charge.

The Society of Rice University Women
(SRUW) has announced a fall schedule of
lectures. See "News and Notices".

The Rice Women's Club (RWC) has an-
nounced a fall schedule of lectures. See
"News and Notices".

MUSIC

The Shepherd School of Music announces its
1977 Fall Season. All programs take place in
Hamman Hall and are free of charge except
those in conjunction with the Houston
Friends of Music. For further information
please call the Shepherd School at 527-4854.
Sept. 21 Albert N. Tipton, flute recital,

8:30 P.M.
Sept. 23 Houston Friends of Music/

Shepherd School, Fine Arts
Quartet, 8:15 P.M.

Oct. 10 Meryl Ettleson, piano recital,
8:30 P.M.

Oct. 11 Symphonia Concert
Oct. 12 Houston Friends of Music/

Shepherd School, New York
Brass Quintet, 8:15 P.M.

Oct. 19 Richard W. Pickar, clarinet recital,
8:30 P.m.

Oct. 20 Rice University Symphony
Concert, 8:30 PM.

Nov. 2 Shepherd School Concert, 8:30 PM.

THE A TER

Oct. 3-8 Shakespeare's "Twelfth Night." Rice
Players, Hamman Hall 8 P.M.
Admission: $1.50 with a Rice I.D.; $1.50,
students; $3.00, others. For reservations
call, 527-4040.

Nov. 14-19 To be announced. Rice players,
Hamman Hall, 8 P.M.

Sept. 23-24, 28; Oct. 1, 5-8. "The Cocktail
Party" by T. S. Eliot. Main Street Theater,
Autry House, 6265 Main St. Admission:
$2.50, general; $1.50, students. Call 524-
3168 for curtain time and reservations.

Oct. 28-29, Nov. 9-12, 16-19 "Travesties" by
Tom Stoppard. Main Street Theater, Autry
House, 6265 Main St.

F IL MS

The Rice Media Center will be showing films
every night of the week except Mondays
throughout the fall. Show times are 7:30p.m.
during the week and 7:30P.m. and 10P.m. on the
weekends. Admission is $1.50. Children's
matinees, admission $1, will be held during
the afternoons of Oct. 22, Nov. 5, and Nov.
12. For movie information, call 527-4853. M
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THROUGH THE SALLYPORT

MY school's better than ...
Freshmen and women are pouring onto

campus. Station wagons tear up the tender
sod, carefully planted and nursed over the hot
summer, stereos trail wires across the
quadrangles, and long lines begin forming at
the bookstore. Each arriving student has
Preconceived ideas about Rice — what it is
arid what it will offer for the next four or five
Years. Watching an expectant face, one can't
hell) but wonder: where did these precon-
ceived ideas come from and which ones
caused this young person to choose Rice?
Pamphlets, booklets, and folders list the

University's programs, facilities, and statistics
r'n student selectivity. The publications also
T-3' to communicate a sense of the Rice
rnYstique," something many incoming stu-
dents have heard about since childhood in
stories, rumors, and alumni reminiscences.
VIrilen the information goes beyond the realm
of official university publications and into the

general media, its influence on prospective
students can be different. Needless to say,
sktypowr keeps an eye out for what the
liewspapers are saying about Rice.
The impression which most clearly comes

across in a newspaper article by James
Ov, erton, Houston's United Press Interna-
'tonal bureau chief, is that Rice is self-
sat,risfied. The article, which ran in the
qouston Chronicle as well as several state
ahrld regional newspapers in early May, begins
"It saying that Rice is "unique" because, "The
school chooses to stand comfortably — some
1,&aY smugly — with what they already have.
,'41Ke other universities that push to expand
4ogram5 and facilities, Rice feels it has
tioth

mg else to prove." He substantiates his
lead with quotes from an interview withP _
resident Hackerman.
Then Overton lists some of the classic
ments which compose the Rice "mys-

loe." In the order in which they appear in
eht, >tory, these elements are: the absence of

uit,uon until 1965 and the subsequent gener-
vus financial aid policy; the largest proportion
°f National Merit Scholars of any school in the
ll'Ition; a sylvan yet cosmopolitan campus
„„300 acres of woodland ... physically and
4itellectually close to downtown); a system of
re„A

:.
ential colleges "modeled after the col-

es of Oxford and Cambridge"; a student
'15tilation that is two-thirds Texan; the
ttlasence of sororities and fraternities; and,li
4: 1Y, capsule biographies of William Marsh

who "was murdered in New York City,"
,41r1 Edgar Odell Lovett, who prepared for his
elure "with a tour of the world's ancient
e4ts of learning."
So if the freshmen think that Rice is a
n
-qu rich, academically competitive, attrac-tive,

Texan university with a rather odd
.4storY, who's to say they're wrong?
While we of Rice have never been one tocan
our own school "the Harvard of the

'ul-11th" (making the popularity of that notionkret i..ewhat puzzling), at least one newspaper
Porter has taken the time and trouble toCo,
'9ile a statistical comparison of the twokh(s

^-n
„,
s. The result, which neither supports

11%. refutes the Harvard-of-the-South claim,Was
announced in a May headline in the

ahachie Light (a daily with a circulation of
near Dallas): "Rice Only Texas School

Comparable with Harvard." The byline was
"United Press International," meaning that
this story too went out over the wires to
newspapers all over the Southwest.
Based upon an interview with John Gaston,

operator of a Dallas counseling and testing
service, the article uses Harvard, "the
traditional example of excellence in higher
education," to measure the quality of Texas
schools. "On its face," the reporter con-
cludes, "Rice University is the only school in
Texas which compares favorably." Here are
some statistics he/she gleaned from Gaston's
copy of the 1977-78 Barron's Profiles of
American Colleges.

Harvard doesn't list Scholastic Aptitude
Test (SAT) averages of its students, but does
state that only 20 percent of the 1976-77
entering freshmen scored less than 600 on
either the verbal or mathematical sections.
Rice, the article says, "requires a minimum
SAT score ... of 623 verbal and 675

mathematical." This, of course, is not true.
Rice has no required score for admission.
And the introduction to Barron's explains that
the listed scores are median scores for the
1976-77 freshman class — that is, as many
Rice freshmen scored below 623 on the
verbal SAT as scored above 623, etc.
The article continues: "Harvard has a 6-1

faculty-student ratio [and] 70 percent of its
faculty members have doctorates. Rice has a
9-1 ratio, slightly higher and therefore worse,
but 82 percent of the Rice faculty members
have doctorates."

Figures like these are often quoted and
almost as often misleading. The student-to-
teacher ratio, for example, does not indicate
average class size, which is what's really
important. At one school an instructor may
be required to teach four classes per semes-
ter; at another, three; at another, two. Rice
doesn't require a lot of classroom time of
professors (for a number of reasons, includ-
ing a desire that instructors have adequate
time for student advising, research, and other
university activities), so that another school
might have a student-to-teacher ratio
"worse" than Rice's, but have an average
class size that is smaller.

Quoting the percentage of faculty with
doctorates can confuse a reader, too. In some
disciplines, the master's degree is considered
to be a terminal degree (e.g. architecture,
fine arts), so that the relative size of these
departments within a university will effect the
larger picture in a way that suggests lower
standards but means nothing .of the sort.
Moreover, experience counts: George Bush,
adjunct professor of administrative science at
Rice, holds only a bachelor's degree.
The article goes on: "At Harvard, 1

percent of the freshman class drops out in the
first year [and] 90 percent graduate ... At
Rice, there is a 10 percent freshman dropout
rate [and] 65 percent graduate." Wrong again
— partially through reporter error and
partially because of ambiguity in Barron's.
The attrition rate at Rice is only 5 percent the
first year, and 85 percent eventually
graduate. Barron's states that "less than 10
percent of the entering classes fail to return
after the first year, and approximately 65
percent remain to graduate." The catch is
that when speaking of Harvard, Barron's

says "about 90 percent of entering freshmen
ultimately graduate." The difference is that
"ultimately graduate" takes into account
students who leave to take one or more years
off — working, traveling, or pursuing other
interests — and then return and graduate,
while "remain to graduate" includes only
those freshmen who complete their education
in the allotted four or five years.
So much for statistics. As turn-of-the-

century British essayist Lionel Strachey once
noted, "Statistics are mendacious truths."
Bare, dry, misleading statistics. Imagine how
many really important quality-of-life com-
parisons are waiting to be made between us
and the Rice of the Northeast! For example,
what proportion of Harvard students carry
calculators on their belts (a sign of minds
always prepared to punch out solutions)?
How many Harvard freshmen use "What's

your SAT average?" as a conversational
ice-breaker? Or buy T-shirts that proclaim "I
go to Harvard, I must be smart."?
How many all-nighters are pulled by

students at each school and what is the
measure of intensity of pre-exam cramming?
What ingenious methods would Harvard

students devise to infiltrate an underground
system of steam tunnels?
The beef goes on.

Invisible shield
The little book sat undisturbed on the

Fondren shelf for a decade. Then, on
September 3, SALLYPORT charged it out.
The book is Alfred A. Mumford's biography

Hugh Oldham (1936), and it would have
remained undisturbed if Greg Alexander '77
hadn't visited us in August. Alexander spent
part of the summer with relatives in England
and had made a discovery that he wanted
to share.
*m41,1

11

In Exeter, Devon, Alexander visited St.
Nicholas Priory; there he found, leaning
against a wall in a dimly-lit room, a "fifteenth
or sixteenth century stone carving" of the
crest pictured above. Noting the crest's
similarity to the Rice academic shield, Alex-
ander asked a security guard for its heritage.
The guard knew very little though, only that
the carving had been unearthed in some year
past and had remained there since.
The geneology of the crest is something

sAimoirr uncovered with the help of Margo
Downey at the Houston Public Library and
Ola Moore at Fondren.
The familiar bit of heraldry belonged, we

found, to Hugh Oldham 1452 [?]-1519, Bishop
of Exeter. A student of Oxford and a graduate
of Cambridge, Oldham had a life-long interest
in education and, in his later years, was
principal benefactor of Corpus Christi Col-
lege, Oxford, and founder of the Manchester
Grammar School. His avian symbol was
the owl.
Our musings that the designer of Rice's

shield, Pierre de Chaigon la Rose, of Cam-
bridge, Mass., might have known about
Oldham or his crest can't be substantiated. La
Rose devised his design by combining ele-
ments borrowed from the arms of several
families with the names Rice and Houston.
John McCants wrote that La Rose's problem
was rather simple because the shields of ten
Rice armorial bearings were always divided
by a chevron and always carried three

charges which were either crows or ravens.
The shields of the half-dozen Houstons who
bore arms were also divided by a chevron and
also had three charges — these were
marlets. Accordingly, it was decided that the
Rice Institute shield should have a double
chevron and three charges which should be
birds. However, instead of the ravens,
crows, or martlets — none of which "had any
academic standing" — the owls of Athena
were selected.

Interesting? Next issue we'll explore pre-
viously undisturbed historical implications of a
twentieth century blue and gray tapestry for
sale in one Nuevo Laredo gift shop.

Lectures revealed
Rice's public lectures committee, chaired

by Professor Franz Brotzen, has announced
that Hugh Sidey and Saul Bellow will be on
campus to present lectures in the 1977-78
school year. Both should be popular.
Hugh Sidey, Washington Bureau chief and

columnist for Time magazine, will be here on
September 27. He will speak on "The Nature
of Leadership" at 8:00 PM. in the Chemistry
Lecture Hall.
A fourth generation journalist, Sidey has

spent the greatest portion of the last thirty
years covering the Washington, D.C. political
scene for Time /Life and has published books
on the presidencies of Kennedy, Johnson,
Nixon, and Ford. His presentations are
replete with anecdotes that point up the
humanity of White House residents. He is
surely worth seeing and meeting, if for no
other reason than to say that you shook hands
with a man who went skinny dipping with a
president.

In the spring the committee will sponsor an
appearance on campus by Nobel laureate Saul
Bellow. Bellow has been skinny dipping with
humanity and writing about it since the 1940s.
Bellow teaches at the University of Chicago.

The patterings of small feet
Houstonians old and new know there is

nothing so rare as a beautiful June day in this
city — unless it's a beautiful June day when
there are still students at Rice. With only a
small and very limited summer school for
undergraduates, you would expect the cam-
pus to be as still as a smoggy day. Far from
it. For the first two months of this summer,
the Rice Memorial Center was jammed every
noon. The Campus Store was doing a good
business selling Houston coloring books and
shocking pink plastic hoses that whistle when
you twirl them in the air. Candy bars had a
faster turnover than ballpoint pens. And the
driveways were congested by station wagons
depositing and picking up carloads of kids.
The activity signalled the Rice summer school
for highschool students (see story, page 7).
But there was more, and more. ...

Scream teams
The sound system wasn't working at Autry

Court, and the student audience numbering
nearly four hundred was restless. Then from
one group in the bleachers came clapping and
yelling in unison: "Go! Go! Get 'em! Get 'em!
Ooh, ah. Ooh, ah." From another section of
the audience a different cheer arose, drown-
ing out the first: "V-I-C-T-O-R-Y! v-
i-c-t-o-r-y!" Soon the gym was rocking with
competing voices: "Got spirit? Let's HEAR
it!" while the man on the main floor struggled
with the microphone.
A high-spirited pep rally at Rice? No, just

one of a series of high school and junior high
cheerleading, drill team, and majorette clinics
held on Autry Court during June and July.
Groups of all sizes wearing their school hot
pants “nd halters or more traditional flared
miniskirts and bobbysocks flocked like tropi-
cal birds in formation, porn poms flapping, and
strolled across campus jiving, clapping, andrir
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chanting: "Let's yell for the boys! Yes we'll
yell for the boys. Na na nada na na." Housed
in Jones and Brown colleges, the cheerlead-
ers had several long walks each day to the
RMC for meals and to the gym for lessons
and competition which lasted from early
morning to nine or later at night. They took
advantage of the promenades to practice
routines and keep an eye out for the boys to
whom they were not allowed to talk.
"We have one cardinal rule for our cheer-

leader clinic," the girls were typically told on
Monday orientation by a clean cut,
wholesome-looking young director. "You will
not talk to boys all week. There are some
here, and they will know you're here and try
to run you down, but just tell them you can't
talk to them."

Other rules that would make another
Brown or Jones resident blanche included a
10 P.M. curfew, strictly enforced with roll calls.
"Don't think that after roll call you will be able
to sneak out to talk to the boys, either. We'll
know if you do. The Rice security forces are
being very cooperative, and if you are
found outside the dorms after ten-thirty, no
questions will be asked, no explanations
accepted."

The ominous tone brings silence to the
stands except for the adolescent popping of
gum. "We will immediately call your parents,
your principal, and do whatever we can to
convince them that you have not conducted
yourself in a manner fitting for a member of a
drill team or cheerleader squad representing
your school." The days of this "guaranteed
absolutely terrific week" were filled with
learning "thirty-four to thirty-six" brand new
routines to take back to eager fellow stu-
dents; the nights, though, were used to
salvage a little fun from it all. Nocturnal
activity included slumber parties, illicit con-
versations with males from open windows
(you can't beat Mother Nature), and, at least
once, pulling all the fire alarms, causing the
quick dispatch of the Houston Fire Depart-
ment and the evacuation of the building.
As the men and women responsible for

keeping the dorms clean will tell you, the one
thing all the clinic participants seemed to have
in common was a fascination for the draping
qualities of toilet tissue. "I don't know what
kind of parties they had," sighs one, "but
we'd come in the next day and toilet paper
would be hanging everywhere."

Grid kids
The all-male football clinic at Rice didn't

start until all the drill teams and cheerleaders
had left. But the clinic was probably not
intentionally scheduled to protect the teenage
women: the participants in the football pro-
gram ranged in age from third to sixth grade.
Headed by Coach Ray Alborn, the clinic

ran about eighty youngsters divided into two
groups through a week of football basics in
Rice Stadium. "Some of the kids have played
before and some haven't," Coach Alborn,
seated in the stands during one of the
two-hour morning sessions said. "We're
teaching them the real fundamentals —
stance, loosening up, and form running."
The program did not involve contact, so

the kids were spared the suffocating weight
of equipment. It was a good thing, because
the field looked stiflingly hot from the stands.
Some of the participants wilted, but the easily
recognizable Rice coaching staff (they were

the ones in blue shorts and white shirts) kept
things moving. The players wove in and out
of highway cones, set up in regular football
formations. In its first year, the clinic was a

success, taking advantage of a breathing spell
the coaching staff has each summer between
recruiting and August workouts. Homer Rice
came to speak to the participants once during
the week. But the real star was Tommy
Kramer '77, in town for a brief vacation, who
visited with the youngsters and signed
T-shirts.
"Johnny hasn't let me wash his T-shirt

since Tommy signed it," one mother at the
clinic remarked. "I've got to figure a way to
wash it without washing out the autograph."
Another mother recommended "retracing the
ball point ink with liquid thread."
Not only mothers, but fathers and siblings

dotted the stands at the stadium workouts.
One participant's younger brother was in-
tently reading aloud a small card listing Rice's
fall football schedule. His friend, about five,
leaned on the rail and asked wistfully, "Are
the men footballs going to play today?"

Questions on Research
Despite the frequency of the word "tradi-

tion" in the prose and propaganda of institu-
tions of higher learning, no university can
rest on its past performances or myths of
excellence. In an evolving society, a univer-
sity, like any other institution, must con-
stantly re-examine its goals, purposes, and
raison d'etre.
At Rice, such introspection occurs publicly

at annual, campuswide convocations and
privately in numerous curriculum task forces,
departmental meetings, and administrative
planning sessions.
There are two adjectives often used to

define Rice which, never having been finally
defined themselves, recur in these sessions:
private and independent. One of the most
in-depth discussions of these slippery terms
occured during a 1968 symposium on "The
University: What Purpose?" sponsored by
Association of Rice Alumni. Several conflict-
ing viewpoints were aired by the panel of
President Kenneth H. Pitzer and three other
critics of education.
One brought up the question of ethics:

should a university accept government con-
tracts while under the pall of an immoral war?
Does a university have a moral responsibility?
Dr. Pitzer countered that the university
should not attempt to exert political or moral
pressure, but concentrate on individual scho-
larship, flexibility of education, and the
freedom to publish research results. All four
panelists agreed that increasing dependence
on federal and state aid threatened the
diversity of higher education with conformity
and mediocrity.

Graduate programs at Rice have to deal not
only with the question of laboratory indepen-
dence, but with the myth of miracles. The
men and women of Rice are very intelligent.
Shouldn't they be performing the miracles of
tomorrow in the Rice labs of today? Unfortu-
nately, laboratory miracles are not as seren-
dipitous as the media may lead us to believe.
They require months or years of highly
specialized research and often tedious ex-
perimentation. Equipment tends to be pro-
hibitively expensive and far less available than
the test tubes of Pasteur or the garden shed
of Curie. With such limitations, new fields of
research are entered into with the extreme
caution; and yet these are the very fields
where miracles may occur.

During the next few issues, SALLYPORT will
look at some of the research, mostly in
laboratories at Rice, which reaches for
tomorrow. It's very easy to say that in some
fields, such as solar energy, Rice is dragging
its feet, accepting too many contract projects
with little research value, keeping the cur-
riculum too broad, or missing opportunities
by not investing in more experimental equip-

ment. But the questions are complex and can
never be solved, only handed to each new
generation of graduate students. The Rice
tradition after all is one of asking questions,
not necessarily answering them.

Here's to you, Joe Dimaggio
Few universities in the land can match the

flair of such Rice gifts as a share in Yankee
Stadium lease income, the 850-room Rice
Hotel, or a River Oaks mansion done in pure
classical Spanish style.
Now two of those three gifts have joined

such noteworthy philanthropy as the land for
NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center and a
150-mile South Texas pipeline — all disposed
of for the benefit of Rice's endowment.
As for the third gift, the Rice Hotel, it's in

the hands of a new organization, the Rice
Preservation Society, following its bank-
ruptcy. The society, we hasten to note, was
formed in behalf of the hotel rather than the
university.

Rice holds on to a few gifts of land and
buildings, such as the 60,000 acres of timber
in Louisiana that formed part of Mr. Rice's
original endowment. It is managed by
university-employed foresters for maximum
yield from judicious cutting.
But the policy for most property gifts is to

arrange a sale as quickly as prudence allows
so that the income can be invested in more
productive assets. Rice usually accomplishes
this efficiently. But once in a while it's not that
easy and the university's holdings come to the
public's attention.
Such was the case with Sewall House in

River Oaks, built during 1925-26 and given to
Rice following the death of Blanche Harding
Sewall '17, in May, 1973. While the university
considered conflicting advice over what to do
with the property — restore and sell or raze
the house and subdivide the lot — mainte-
nance and vandalism became a problem.
Security costs averaged over $25,000 a year
until a family moved in to house-sit the
classical home. It even became the subject of
a hasty, hit-and-run newspaper expose.
Now the Sewall house has been sold for

slightly more than $1 million to Houston
industrialist Nathan Avery who, Rice is happy
to learn, plans to restore the home to its
original grandeur.
The share of the Yankee Stadium lease

income given to Rice in 1962 by John W Cox
'27, was profitable before and after the
stadium proper was condemned by the city of
New York. The city's financial problems made
final settlement somewhat uncertain, but last
month the university received a check for
approximately $2.5 million, bringing total
income over the years from the lease share to
$3.7 million.

While the Yankee Stadium and Sewall
settlements are final, the Rice Hotel's is still a
problem. Rice has owned the hotel and
garage since August, 1971, when the prop-
erty was donated by Houston Endowment,
Inc. The university operated the hotel until
the economics of aging, downtown hotels
caught up. Losing money steadily, Rice
announced it would close the hotel and
perhaps raze it unless a buyer could be found.
Save-the-Rice movements followed, but of-
fered no solutions.
The university attempted to find a lease or

purchase deal. No takers stepped up for the
64-year-old property until New York investor
James Cazanas made an offer. Emotion and
press coverage flowed once more as Cazanas
signed a lease and reopened the hotel in April
of 1976 with great fanfare and promises of
millions for remodeling. But Cazanas faced
the same problems as the university. In
February of this year he transferred his
interest to a Houston developer, Carl Ince.
Ince immediately moved hotel assets to a
new organization, the Rice Hotel Corp., and
then filed legal action under federal bank-

ruptcy laws. Unable to sell or refinance
property to meet a bank lien and
university's lease, the corporation receiv
_court order August 19 to close the h
again.
At a court-ordered auction, the as

were sold for $542,962.50 to satisfy deb
The lone bidder was the Rice Preservatl
Corp., represented by its president, Houst
attorney Jed Shaw. Shaw contracted Portf
Management, an organization which
recently completed several major cony
sions of apartments into condominiums,
determine the most profitable use of
hotel.
Now the Rice Preservation Corp. fa

negotiations with the university to satisfy
previous defaults on lease payments
taxes. The once-grand Rice holds on,
though probably never to see service as
hotel again.

L ETTERS

To the editor:
The best issue of the SALLYPORT yet — vari
interesting, and pertinent. I read eV
article, and enjoyed them all, particularly
wonderful interview with Goyen. Thanks
an exciting issue!

Dennis Huston
Professor of English

To the editor:
I have entered a retirement home
the Sunset House (named doubtless .
some devotee of Crossing the Bar with
sense of humor). But a hearty Ger
farming community that welcomes er
Episcopalians.

I was especially interested in the June iss
of sAimoirr. It brought back the days in ,
20s when I was an undergraduate at Ric:: SA
Autrey House then was the centre Nov

SA LL

snacking, nascent Episcopal'
Those were the days of clean blue je tor
Saturday classes, and the luck of being able Wall
get in Rice for a matriculation fee of $10.00 Mart
took me 30 years to alternate between
humanities and the social sciences, but
found my Rice degree was an entree vi
more than two others at well recognt
universities.
... I have been away from Rice for aide

than fifty years, but I am happy for
unforgettable experience.
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Eleanor Kendrick Taylor '23
Quincy, Ill.

To the editor: nfltI was so very interested in the "Spaced u-
article in the last issue of sAttypoirr!
currently organizational development direc
tor, corporate, for the Chas. V. Wee
Company, in Rockford, Illinois. This mer,d
that I'm responsible for all supervisor traor
programs and executive development
grams for the entire company. We use air

C'
create audio/visuals, programmed instill.
tion, seminar workshops, communicat,
programs, and many other multi-media sto
modules. 

cif

I have just completed a workshop usid $
Printiss -Hall film, Without Words, in an effix,
to reinforce an earlier program based on
Birdwhistell's Kinesic (body movem
Haptics (touching), Proxemics (spacing), ji
Pupillimetrics (eye movement) theorie
was very well received and needless to .°
your article "Spaced Out" simply added

(dureinforcement to our being on the r „d
gressive path in the science of lnifiv
behavior.

If there are suggested readings on t#
timely subject, I'd appreciate a list!

call

Alpha Reynolds Bryan '49
Rockford, Ill.

Your letter has been forwarded to Prof
Chad Gordon. — Ed.
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To the editor:
We would seriously like to know what you are
doing regarding our mailings. We have been
here four years; have received sporadic
SALLYPORTS. Last year I came in person to find
out why it was so hard for you to get us
copies when all our other mail from Texas
seems to arrive quite easily — you promised
to send us back issues and start the new one
on a regular basis. Well, -the old issues
arrived; that's been all.
We have heard no news of our friends all

year — no sAnypoirrs have appeared in our
mailbox since autumn of '76! We hoped that
by sending you our biographies to print
around Christmas might stimulate some sort
of response, but still nothing. We just found
out that the issue printing our 'catch-up'
stories has appeared, and we didn't even get
that one.
Come on now — Rice is supposed to be

advanced enough that you can achieve four
mailings a year to a non-changing address —
what gives? What do we have to do? Please
send us our own news regularly! All of 1977
and fall 1976 please soon.

Judy Getz Weiser '67
West Vancouver, B.C.

That you're under the impression SALLYPORT
7ontes out four times a year instead of five
thows how really far we've gotten behind! Our
zPologies. A little research revealed that Rice
had become too advanced. Our computer used
ror mailouts was not equipped to handle the
iPecial code on addresses to British Columbia.
We have been assured that the computer can be
'fooled" with a special program; meanwhile,
we're sending you SALLYPORT — hand addressed.
411 alumni, please let us know if you're having
zny problems with Rice mailings. — Ed.

Editor, Stephen F. Barnhill
Assistant Editor, Irene Walker
Design and Production, Herring Design, Inc.

SALLYPORT is published in September,
November, February, April, and June by the
Association of Rice Alumni. Executive Direc-
tor of the association is Carolyn Hooton
Wallace '66; Associate Executive Director is
Martha C. Murphree.

Officers of the Association: President, Joyce
Pounds Hardy '45; Past President, Neal
Lacey Jr. '52; President-Elect, Thomas
McKittrick '56; First Vice-president, Betty
Bills Broyles '45; Second Vice-president,
Dorothy Lottman Williams '44; Treasurer,
Harvin C. Moore Jr. '59.

Association Committee on Publications:
Chairpersons Paul Pfeiffer '38 and Hugh E.
Gragg '41; Members, Margaret Alsobrook,
Ann Pierce Arnett '65, Harty Chavanne '33,
August Erfurth '49, Charles Garside, William
Gordon, Joyce Pounds Hardy '45, H. Malcolm
Lovett Jr. '67, Thomas McKittrick '56, Christi
Oliver '72, Phil Parker '78, David Rodwell,
Steve Shaper '58, Carolyn Wallace '43, and
Geoff Winningham '65.

Rice University Alumni Governors: Richard
A. Chapman '54, Catherine Coburn Hannah
43, Walter D. Murphy '48, and Karl C. ten
Brink '37.

CI 1977 by the Association of Rice Alumni,
Rice University, P.O. Box 1892, Houston,
Tex. 77001.

The Association of Rice Alumni is a non-profit
organization with offices on the Rice Univer-
sity campus.

SAI.LYPORT is sent free to all university alumni,
Parents of university students, and sup-
Porters of the university.

William Marsh Rice University admits stu-
dents of any race, color, and national or
ethnic origin.
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By Pauline Dessler

T
he liberalism of the 1960s will be
the topic for consideration in one
of the two courses offered• by the
Rice Alumni Institute this fall.

Alan Matusow, professor of history, will
lecture and lead discussion about what he has
termed "The Unravelling of America." The
1960s are a particularly appropriate topic for
historical review in the Institute because the
Institute's forebear, the Alumni Spring Semi-
nar of 1969, was born out of the turbulence of
that era.
The date was April 14, 1969. William

Buckley, guest of the Association of Rice
Alumni, spoke to a capacity audience in the
Grand Hall of the Rice Memorial Center. He
selected as his subject "The Individual in a
Mass Society." According to alumni associa-
tion plans, Buckley's address was followed by
a panel discussion involving Rice alumni,
students, and professors — among whom
was Alan Matusow.
Only a month before the Rice campus and

off-campus communities had been enbroiled
by the Masterson "crisis."

Billed by the Houston Chronicle as unique
in the spectrum of nationwide campus pro-
tests, faculty and student demonstrations
after the appointment of William Masterson
as president were orderly to a point of being
almost formal. But participants raised radical
questions about the way important decisions
were made at Rice, and the role that students
and faculty members should play in the
decision-making process.

This urge to participate was a quality found
in alumni as well as students, and it was
wisely tapped by the alumni association with
the appearance of William Buckley. Respond-
ing to a need not fully met by annual
homecomings, the association had taken an
important first step in reintegrating alumni
into the halls of learning.
The decade ended, but the enthusiastic

alumni response to the visiting lecturer was
not forgotten. The forensic talents and varied
scholarly specialties of Rice's own faculty
were utilized in the association's next appeal
to alumni intellectual hunger in the first
Spring Think, offered in 1970. Planned to
provide alumni with a brief immersion into the
mainstream of campus life, the program
offered alumni, students, and faculty the
chance to attend four different seminars, two
to be held each day, March 7 and 8. Boston
University's president, John Sibler, delivered
the main address; topics chosen for the
seminars were timeless, including "Man
as Victim or Ruler of Nature" and "The
Educated Imagination and the Function

The Rice Alumni Institute has a regular

place among the 'rights, and duties, and
privileges' every diploma offers Rice's sons
and daughters.

of Poetry."
The second Spring Think, held in 1972,

encouraged alumni to delve even further into
the wilds of student life. A half-day was added
to the format, during which participants could
audit regular classes. Included in the four
seminars were topics of enough specificity
and complexity to challenge any former
student, including "Political and Technological
Obstacles to the Attainment of Water Qual-
ity" and "Over Nations and Kingdoms: The
World Dominion of Western Culture."
Suggested readings accompanied course de-
scriptions. Meals were taken in college
commons, courtesy of Food Service, and a
beer party on Friday night completed the
"student scene."
By spring of 1973, the Rice Alumni

Institute was prepared to make its debut.
The Institute was built upon the enthusiasm
generated and lessons learned during the
experiments of alumni education which began
with the Buckley lecture. Emphasis switched
from the Spring Think's return to student life,
to a return to learning. Rice's own faculty, the
association now knew, could draw crowds
almost as large as celebrated speakers. And
the Institute's opportunity to explore inter-
departmental and interdisciplinary topics in a
lecture series format conducted by members
of the faculty was one the traditional cur-
riculum could not offer.
The promotional pamphlet sent by the

association to Houston-area alumni adver-
tised the event: "The Rice Alumni Institute
now takes a regular place among the 'rights,
duties, and privileges' every diploma offers
Rice University sons and daughters." Its
programs were "an opportunity for alumni
who live in the Houston area to return to the
campus in a spirit of study."

Institute success seems, in retrospect,
inevitable. After all, it was that very "spirit of
study" that had guided alumni through their
Rice years. Besides its singular physical
beauty, Rice has only one monopoly on which
to capitalize. Culture and conversation could
be found elsewhere in the city; this special
"spirit of study" — and the Alumni Institute
— could not.
So, alumni in pursuit of Rice's academic

essence had to return. Initial audiences found
even that first Institute polished, profes-
sional, and a hybrid entertainment at once fun
and informative. Such success was not
brought about by a passive acceptance on the
part of the association of the Rice "spirit of
study." Association leaders worked long and
hard to step up communications, improve
scheduling, choose topics of general interest

'1;
II
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that were still challenging, and convince the
cream of Rice's lecturers to teach them.
So the alumni association set out to provide

not just more, but better programming.
Successive Institutes experimented with
longer lectures, fewer lectures; unrelated
subject matters, lectures strung into series
with an overall focus, panel discussions;
question-and-answer audience participation;
and lecturers drafted from the expert-laden
ranks of faculty and civilians alike.
"Improvements" came and went; but dur-

ing the past three years Helen Saba Worden
'38, chairperson of the Institute's steering
committee, has seen her programs achieve a
level of excellence and alumni participation
that guarantees not only the Insitute's sur-
vival but its continuing success.

In 1973, she proposed and established a fall
Institute to supplement the spring program.
"We wanted to present an Institute with a
bicentennial theme," she explains, "but were
afraid that if we waited until spring, potential
audeinces would have been innundated by
bicentennial everything, and that some would
stay away."
Her fears of a divided audience gave way as

attendance for both sessions proved large and
enthusiastic. A second innovation, an off-
campus series, resulted in cumbersome
double-scheduling, and production after the
one venture was abandoned. But Worden
persisted in her hope of expanding Rice's
family. Instead of duplicating the Institute
series beyond the hedges, she spread the
word about the series to the off-campus
community with the help of the Post and the
Chronicle, emphasizing that non-alumni are
as welcome at the seminars as alumni.
The result was that "more than forty

percent of last spring's Institute participants
were non-alumni," Worden reports with
justifiable pride. "It's helped spread good will
to the off-campus community. And it's helped
diminish Rice's very limited 'three-hundred
acres' public image."
The tireless, dedicated efforts of all those

who contributed time and enthusiasm to the
Institute's development have produced a
program in which many can take pride and
from which all can benefit.
The 1960s put universities on a national

stage, where the process of learning was
examined, methods questioned. At Rice,
thanks in large part to efforts of the alumni
association, those questions evolved into a
new, wider role for higher education for Rice
alumni and the community.

Pauline Dessler '75 is a former assistant for
SALLYPORT.
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Gar -and Me
I had spent several months preparing my course on the short story and anticipated no difficulties. . . But I was

considering an alternative career by the end of the first class.

Anne Grossman

A
n inspirational speech set the
mood on the opening day of
Rice's annual Summer School
for High School Students. At

tgeneral assembly in Hanunan Hall, Virgil
Pazio, dean of Humanities and Social

rences, welcomed our five-hundred-fiftyshly scrubbed and manicured adolescents

titb a ringing appeal for the cause of thee
ral arts education. I was sitting in the

L5rit of the auditorium with my fellow English
chers, and though I sensed a lack of
nmunication between the high school

iittaPils and the speaker, his message at least
an uplifting effect on me. What a noble

'tort to seek truth through literature!
The announcements that followed To-
io's talk were apparently of greater inter-
to the students. The chairman of the

lication Department and director of the
,Mflrner School, Donald Wood, reminded
adents not to vandalize campus buildings, to
k have in the library and to lock their
!Ycles around thick trees. He mentioned an
Zhappy student the year before who had
'allied his bike to a sapling and then lost both
QI: bike and the tree to an unintimidated

The kids roared with laughter, of
:11-se, and the seven years of college and
v,ork that had separated me from my own
'VI school days melted away.
h,1 Was confronted with the same levels of
l'tellectual and emotional maturity with which
had once been so familiar — the same
ergent levels of ability present in any
r
t
lic school. These had been attracted from
cts all over Houston by the promise of

Usually creative courses. Conceived and
al.eefully designed by the Education Depart-
i% ilt faculty, the summer school stands out
th_,a unique training program for education
lors who want to be certified.

:00d dismissed the assembly, and ten
utes later I found myself in front of the

ti Pectant faces of sixteen people ages twelve
seventeen. I had spent several months

itiellaring my course on the short story and
Pated no difficulties. We took care of the

L1Ilnistrative paper work, then I explained
first assignment. It was to write a short
;ern, within a give structure, based on the

41 dents' names. The idea, which I had seen
t a book somewhere along the way, was to
aed these poems aloud and thus loosen up

ill students, create an informal atmosphere,
Lc' get to know one another. When they had

bed writing, I asked for volunteers. An
barrassed silence was the only response. I

ilillted on individuals. "Sally?" "I'd rather not,"
said. "Lawrence?" I asked hopefully. He

his head. I looked appealingly at Katy,
v ' to no avail. "Elizabeth, will you read
qtlra s?" Elizabeth obliged, but in a voice that
Ls barely audible. And so it con-

d around the room. I was considering
L alternative career by the end of that
‘sl class.
%Ike most of the student teachers, I daily
Witrved two classes other than my own.
it.Te this requirement ultimately helps a

time teacher by showing her how to deal
kittii.1 Problems common to the profession, its
wa al effect can be intensely damaging. If I

sillusioned when my class was over, I

was brokenhearted after watching the suc-
cesses of the two classes following mine.

Students were animated. Excited voices
sprang from every corner of the room.
Discussion was lively. This sparkling atmo-
sphere had been created almost effortlessly.
Right before my eyes the kids magically
turned into pupils and the student teachers
became professionals. These experiments
had been successful, but they depressed, not
inspired me. I later learned useful techniques
from my observations, but my first and
probably most unforgettable lesson was that I
had invested my sensitive ego in a job
guaranteed to hurt it.
The next day I divided my class into small

groups to discuss an account of the sinking of
the Titanic that I had read aloud the day
before. I thought that the students might feel
less self-conscious about speaking if they
didn't have to address themselves to the
entire class. The low key hum of active
participation that I had hoped for never
surfaced. Instead, a restless atmosphere
prevailed as in a library. Several students
busily wrote answers to the questions I had
proposed. Others stared at the assignment
sheet in confusion, and a few quietly giggled.
They did everything but engage themselves
in stimulating conversation. How could it be
that they couldn't do in class what comes
naturally for most kids — talk! Disappointed,
I visited each group and reexplained the
functions of the leader and the notetaker. I
encouraged the leader to draw out the group
members and said that everyone had a
responsibility to voice an opinion. After this
effort, I heard a little more whispering; their
interaction increased slightly, but the dispar-
ity between my unrealistic expectations and
what happened was great, and the parallel
between my class and the story of the Titanic
became all to apparent.
The days dragged by the first two weeks of

school. I kept hoping my class would liven up
and be more like the others I observed. It
didn't. I discovered that several of the
students were exceptionally shy. Gary, in
particular, answered questions with only one
or two words, if at all. He couldn't write and
probably had problems understanding what
he read. But why wouldn't the other students
respond? What was I doing wrong?

It wasn't that I failed to prepare. I spent
many hours at the Houston Public Library
searching for books, takes, records, slide
shows, and art prints. I picked my brain as
well as my husband's, my sister's, and those
of everyone else I knew for creative ap-
proaches to a subject that really lends itself to
an experience that is private, not shared.
Late at night I scrutinized books for new
ideas or for illustrations of the concepts I
presented. Then there were papers to grade,
exercises to devise, stories to interpret,
discussions to be planned, several hundred
pages of material to be typed and duplicated,
films to preview.

Impinging on my time were general faculty
meetings to attend, departmental seminars
which couldn't be missed, and daily individual
conferences with supervisors. Like the other
teachers, I worked from seven in the
morning til at least midnight every weekday
with a similar schedule on Sunday. Dinner
became a purely functional activity. I quit
cooking, making the bed, and paying the bills.

I began to feel like the donkey in Animal
Farm who always said, "I must work harder."
The pressure from Rice, though not direct,

was intense. I felt I needed to develop lesson
plans studded with jewels every day. At the
faculty meeting the day before school
started, we were urged to make our classes
so exciting that students would want to come
back again and again in the following sum-
mers. But the pressure came more from
within. In the Education Library I saw people
constantly typing ditto masters, watching
films and videotapes, using the opaque
projectors to make posters, then laminating
them, and operating other weird machines for
purposes unknown and mysterious to me.
Nelle Dupuy, the department's loyal secre-
tary who doubled as a mechanic, ran from the
ever-ringing phone to the coffee pot to the
mimeograph machine, which blessed us by
breaking the first day of school. I felt after
watching this hub of activity the first few days
that I had hardly begun to fight.
Yet my intensive preparations never

seemed to pay off, and I lost all my earlier
confidence. I received staunch support from
the three English "master teachers" who
because of their proven expertise had been
selected to guide and supervise us appren-
tices. Each student teacher had worked
closely with his assigned master teacher to
prepare his course. And the master teacher
observed and evaluated every class the
student teacher conducted. Many mornings I
would glance furtively at the back of the room
where my master teacher, John Woods, sat.
Why is he frowning, I'd wonder as I asked
Suzanne to describe the conflict in Melville's
story. What is he scribbling so fast on the
Appraisal Guide? Sometimes I would miss a
student's response because of my anxiety
over the evaluator's impression. Am I saying
something wrong? Should I not have called on
Freddy? Is my slip showing?

Although it was disconcerting to "perform"
for the master teachers, their comments
were invaluable. Most importantly, they
were the source of desperatley needed
moral support.
Student teachers also completed the

orange Appraisal Guides. We all were rated
on a scale of zero to seven on such criteria as:
"The aims are neither too easy nor too
difficult for the pupils." "The individual parts
of the lesson are clearly related to each other
in an appropriate way " And so on. Although
my fellow teachers sometimes offered useful
advice, I often wondered how relevant the
judgments of novices like ourselves could be.

After sitting in my class for several weeks,
Woods and my other regular observers began
to say that my group of kids was simply
unusually quiet. Whenever I had a class in
which students made a remark out of turn or
volunteered answers, the evaluators would
congratulate me. On my Appraisal Guides I
found statements like, "You certainly have a
polite class"; "Where is your clown? I thought
every class had at least one"; "How do you
keep them so quiet? You obviously are
in control." Woods pointed out that my stu-
dents were "actively quiet." They listened;
they took careful notes; and they applied
themselves.

I discovered from their writing assign-
ments that many of them were not only
intelligent but also were quite thoughtful, and

some of them were highly creative. A third of
the way through the course, then, I realized
that their introverted behavior wasn't "my
fault," and even more significant, that my
class wasn't a failure. Quite the contrary, it
appeared to be a success.
The kids cooperated without a hitch, and

they seemed to enjoy my occasional attempts
to liven things up with a bit of ham acting.
One day, to illustrate the relationship be-
tween mood, point of view, and setting, I
asked them to shut their eyes. I shut mine,
too. When all was quiet and their curiousity
was at its height, I told them to imagine they
were someone for whom they deeply cared. I
peeked and saw that almost all the girls had a
blissful smile on their lips which they were
trying to hide. I let them relish the moment.
Then I told them to imagine they were
walking together through a forest. What
sounds did they hear? What fragrances came
their way? What did they see? Everyone's
eyes, including mine, remained closed. Six-
teen dreamy faces contemplated the scene.
Later they wrote descriptions and quietly
talked about their impressions. After this and
subsequent successes my master teacher
announced I had an "ideal class — what every
teacher dreams of." Why didn't someone tell
me that the first agonizing week!
On Mondays and Wednesdays the English

student and master teachers met to discuss
problems peculiar to teaching English — the
rigors of interpreting, the danger of selecting
unsuitable literature, the difficulty of grading
compositions, the doldrums of grammar, and
other lively topics. We apprentices were
concerned only with the immediate problem
of getting through the next day's lesson;
these seminars, which dwelt upon problems
we'd meet in future, frustrated many of us.
They managed to make me painfully aware,
and at too late a date, of how ignorant I was.
Since most of us survived on six or seven
hours of sleep a night and sometimes less, I
felt the time could have been used for more
productive ends.
However, the seminars did help answer my

pressing question about how to involve Gary
and others like him in the discussions of the
class. I learned questioning techniques and
practiced them daily in the classroom. Soon,
Gary was correctly answering every question
I put to him. His interest grew as a result,
and he began to raise his hand more and more
frequently. The next to the last day of school
he felt secure enough to say several sen-
tences — almost a whole paragraph — when
responding to a question. He amazed me.
The wonderful thing was that I felt as good
about his progress as he did.

I was just beginning to feel a rapport with
the kids by this time. I knew their strengths
and shortcomings and could build on these.
Likewise, they knew what to expect from
me. We'd at last reached the point where we
could enjoy one another. But the six weeks
were over, and it was time to say goodbye. I
felt relief, and yet, alone in the classroom. I
also felt a touch of regret, a feeling certain to
appear again and again, and one I may never
get used to.

Anne Grossman is a student working on her
master's degree in education at Rice. She has
contributed to SALLYPORT previously.
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OPEN 
FOR 
BUSINESS 

has begun its move into national prominence.
For the past three years it has been the talk
of downtown Houston. This summer, the
Jones School was opened for business. The
goal is simple according to Dean Sterling:
"We plan to establish a business school that
will rank among " top three or four in the
nation — and h, an international reputa-
tion."
The Jones School was established in 1974

with a seed grant of $5 million given to Rice
by Houston Endowment, Inc., in memory of
Houston business leader, publisher, and pub-
lic servant Jesse Jones (1874-1959). An
additional contribution by the Foundation
provided for the school's first endowed
professorship, called the Jones Professorship
in Management. To fill the chair and, ulti-
mately, the position of dean of the Jones
School, Rice went to the University of
Kansas to hire Robert R. Sterling, Arthur
Young Distinguished Professor at that univer-

By Philip Parker

C

onsider the situation: much of the
nation's economic growth is taking
place in the southern rim of the
country. This growth is evident in

Texas — and especially in Houston.
More than a thousand major corporations

now operate in Houston, the country's third
largest port, fifth largest and fastest growing
major city. Its petroleum, manufacturing,
construction, shipping, banking, medicine,
and other business activities — many of them
international in scope — create enough jobs
annually to keep Houston's unemployment
rate and cost-of-living index substantially
below those of other large cities.
The move south is on, and knowledgeable

people say that Houston may be the Ameri-
can business capital in the twenty-first
century.

Houston is a land of promise for young
people who contemplate careers as business
executives. How, though, shall they get
here? In the past, the best and brightest have
come to Houston through the same channels
that lead to executive business slots in
northeastern, midwestern, and western
business centers — that is, though prestigi-
ous business schools such as Wharton
(Penn.), Harvard, Sloan (M.I.T.), Chicago,
and Stanford. The South, for all its resources,
has had no school to compare with these.
Graduates of the finest southern under-
graduate institutions have left the "Sun Belt"
to secure superior managerial and administra-
tive training. Similarly, promising junior
executives based in the South have sooner or
later found themselves journeying to the
hinterlands for advanced study.

Rice hopes to change that situation, and its
new Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of
Administration might be the school to do it.
Relying upon the familiar elements of a Rice
education — the small, select student body,
strong teaching and research faculty, and
challenging curriculum — the Jones School

. . . a curriculum tailored
to fit the needs of potential
executive and especially
chief executive officers."

Robert Sterling

sity and one of the nation's eminent acco
ing teachers. When Sterling arrived at 61
S. Main, things started happening.
Not content that the Jones School sho

prepare men and women for middle mana
ment positions in business, Sterling, wor
with a special faculty committee and, lat
the school's Council of Overseers, des'
and implemented a curriculum tailored to
the needs of potential executive and es
cially chief executive officers.

Acting upon studies which showed
more chief executives come from the
counting ranks than from any other, Ster
first set about expanding Rice's accoun
program. A professional master's de
tailored to prepare students "for high-le
positions in CPA firms, corporations, go
ernment, and non-profit institutions,"
offered for the first time in 1974-75. Its in'
enrollment was fourteen. As soon as t
were a sufficiently large faculty and staff,
Ph.D. program was added.

With the accounting curriculum satisfac
ily complete, Sterling turned his attention
the school's management program. 11
again he used information gleaned frorii
"market survey" of senior executives.
curriculum emphasizes the broader as
of management and policy analysis w
were found to concern chief administrat
while focusing attention on the implemen
tion of policy decisions by middle man
ment. Its core courses stress planning
control, policy analysis and decision m
organizational management, and interac
between public and private institutions.
dents are provided training in mana
tools and techniques and in the law
letter and spirit) which should govern
applications.

After a year of core studies, Jones Sc
students are allowed to work on their
area of specialization. Characteristic of
section of the program is, according
Sterling, "its exotic flexibility. The school
small and personal enough that you
design an area of concentration to fit per,0
needs," he continues. "Working in othc

kbridepartments, a student can learn cit
ning and management, the managenl, th,
technology, or work in our school's in
fional management 

program."The feature which distinguishes the J
School from the myriad is its operative
that the traditional concerns of bus
administration should be merged with
of public administration. This merger re
nizes that the managerial and organiza
problems of private, public, and non-P
institutions are not only similar, but inte
lated. Accordingly, the Jones School o
study in a unified science of administration.
To emphasize this feature, the Jo

School will not pass out the standard M
of Business Administration (M.B.A.) de
to graduates. Instead, it will confer a Ma
of Business and Public Management de
(M.B.P.M.).
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We like to point out the similarities, the
on objectives," Sterling says. "Founda-
like profit-making organizations, have
.ces that need to be tapped and
fives that need to be accomplished.

ir managers must be able to set priorities
see that the goals of a subsection do not
A ere with the overall plan.
4t an art museum, for example, the
,.!nn in charge of twentieth century art
Nint try to maximize that collection to the

ent of the eighteenth century collec-
11' In much the same way, an oil production
ger might try to maximize production to
detriment of exploration. Our graduates

able to look at an entire foundation or
ration."
ss apparent, perhaps, are similarities in
management of government and private
'Iles& Traditionally, the relationship be-
een the two sectors has been an adversa-
°ne• "Those in public management be-
e that the private managers are out to bilk
Public, while the private sector sees
rnment trying to put shackles on private
rprise. But if they could look at it from an
Plc tower, of course, they could see that
have the same objectives and the same
Ms."
Jones School incorporates an "Olym-

vIew into its curriculum with a "flip-flop"
gerial internship program. During their
nd Year of study, students preparing to
for private business will spend a short
of duty with a public or non-profit
ation; those contemplating careers in
management will spend time with a

ate business.
hope that the flip-flop will give the

nts a broad base of understanding,"
g says. "We want those who go into
administration to realize that their

gues in private enterprise are dedi-
, hard-worlcing, and don't have horns.
of course, we want those who go into

ate business to realize the same of their
ernrnent counterparts."

Prime example of fluidity between
the two sectors is the school's
own George Bush, who after a
brief but very successful business

ee,.r, served as a congressman from Texas,
'rector of the CIA, as chairman of the
kibboan National Party, as U.S. ambas-
,(11- to the United Nations, and as chief U.S.
7'41 officer to the People's Republic of

all before returning to serve on the
of Zapata Corporation and joining the

„s School faculty as an adjunct professor
‘aninistrative Science. Bush himself has
,54concerned by the lack of understanding
ioimd on both sides of the economic
e.

TIv
bentY-nine others, in addition to Sterling
'ush, compose the faculty of the Jones

y I. Business, private foundations, and
nment are all represented, and the

•
1311rne example of fluidity
't een the public and private
'e tors is the school's
'41 George Bush.

school has filled three endowed chairs.
Sterling holds one; Edgar 0. Edwards, a
former Rice professor of economics, came
from the Ford Foundation to fill the Henry
Gardiner Symonds Professorship, given by
Tenneco in honor of its founder (a former
Rice trustee); and Arthur L. Thomas has the
Harmon Whittington Professorship, given by
Mrs. Whittington in honor of her husband
(former Rice trustee, governor, and Rice
Associate).

Drawing from other disciplines at Rice
through shared appointments, the Jones
School has added to its staff Baruch Brody,
from philosophy; James Campise '50, from
mathematical sciences; Joseph Cooper and
Charles Doran, from political science; Linda
Driskill '61, M.A. '68, Ph.D. '70, from
English; Elton Hale, from (now defunct)
commerce; Kenneth Meier, from political
science; Gordon Smith, from economics;
Robert Thrall, from mathematical sciences;
and Fred von der Mehden, from political
science. Besides Campise and Driskill, four
other faculty members are Rice alumni:
Timothy Lucas '69, M.Acct. '76, Wayne
Stinnett M.S. '76, Richard Viebig '62,
M. Acct. '77, and Duane Windsor '69.
To bring the outside world within the

academic sphere at the Jones School, two
liaison groups between the school and busi-
ness community have been established. The
Council of Overseers, composed of Houston
business and civic leaders, is viewed by
Sterling as a board of directors for the school.

He takes all of his major policy decisions to
the council for discussion and recom-
mendations.
The Rice Accounting Council provides a

similar service with regards to the school's
accounting programs. Its members come
from the active ranks of accounting and
industry in Houston.
The connections with the surrounding

community could bear fruit — for both Rice
and Houston. Sterling foresees future pro-
grams such as "intensive Friday seminars for
working executives, similar but more exten-
sive seminars lasting from one to six weeks,
and the possibility of an adventuresome
program to finance entrepreneurial projects
of recent graduates" — the type of ventures
for which conventional institutions will not
usually provide capital.

Into this imposing assemblage of faculty
and community leaders trickles the first class.
After over 600 inquiries and 38 completed
applications, 20 students were enrolled in the
Master of Business and Public Management
program for this academic year. The account-
ing programs enrolled 31.
The "average student" in the Jones School

has a Graduate Management Aptitude Test
(GMAT) score of 88.26 — according to
Sterling, "It's probably the highest of any
business school in the nation" — and an A-
grade point average. Some are just out of
college and others have had several years of
business experience. Their fields of study or
business range from architecture to lan-

guages; history to science. And they all are
reaching towards a future as a top executive.
A graduate school of administration at Rice

has been the hope of a certain segment of the
campus and downtown business community
for years. Though the Jesse H. Jones School
was not established until 1974, the need for
such a school was formally discussed at Rice
as early as 1964. A blueprint for the future
was introduced in A Ten Year Plan for Rice
University, 1965-1975 (the fruit of two years
of evaluation and planning by President
Kenneth Pitzer and a committee of faculty
members) and approved by the Rice gover-
nors in June of 1964. One section of the
extensive plan dealt with professional pro-
grams which might be developed at Rice.

Three criteria were used by the commit-
tee in considering the options: Could the
program attract students of the caliber of
Rice undergraduates? Would the program fill
a distinct need, being possibly the only one of
its type in this state or region? And, finally,
would it be financially feasible? Both medical
and law schools were rejected, principally on
the second and third criteria. But, the report
said, "The need is ... apparent for the
establishment at Rice of a graduate program
to prepare students for careers in industrial
or public administration.

"... This program will carry high academic
prestige in the tradition of other graudate
programs at Rice."
The Rice school had to be different or it

had no reason to be. The "distinct need" was
for a graduate school that would provide men
and women of proven abilities specific prepa-
ration not only for careers in accounting and
management, but also for chief administrative
positions in those fields. Both the accounting
program and the business and public man-
agement program, with curricula unique in
this part of the nation, were designed in
answer to this need. Once the new school
was formalized by the $5 million grant from
the Houston Endowment, the stage was set
for action.
A primary concern throughout has been

that the development of the new school would
in no way jeopardize any preexisting Rice
program. Accordingly, the Jones School (like
the Shepherd School of Music before it) is a
separate cost center. It operates on revenues
earned by its own endowment and, to cover
building and administrative costs, refunds 40
percent of the tuition it collects to the
university.
The income generated by the seed grant

provided for the hiring of faculty and staff.
The Jones School and Rice administrators
project that a total of $16 million is required
for the school to maintain a steady-state
budget. To date, $11 million have been
committed.

While fund raising continues, the Jones
School is in full swing. Offices have been set
up in Herman Brown Hall, and classes have
begun. Rice's school of administration is open
for business.

Phil Parker '78 is editor of the Thresher for the
1977-78 year.
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By Irene Walker

,
resident Carter ha' S endorsed it.
News and business magazines
have predicted that within the
next few years, it will provide

10 percent of the energy used by major
industries across the United States. It has
spurred a publicity campaign replete with
slogans on bumper stickers, billboards, and
lapel pins.

Solar energy — a seemingly cheap and
inexhaustible source of energy — has cap-
tured the imaginations of the nation and the
world. Auxiliary solar water and air heaters in
homes and, more frequently, office buildings,
have been realized. Self-sufficient heating
and cooling systems are available though very
costly. With time and sufficient equipment,
the possibilities for practical applications of
the sun's power are limitless.

"Practical applications" is an engineering
term. When speaking of energy from the
sun, people often speak in phrases connoting
ecological balance, environmental respon-
sibilities, and solutions to a crisis. But at
Rice, at least on the undergraduate level,
solar engineering is taught as only a small
part of a broader engineering program, not a
campaign. The university's traditionally apolit-
ical concentration on individual scholarship
tends to keep solar research on a small scale.
A little over a year ago, Rice, in conjunc-

tion with the University of Houston, UT
Austin, Texas Tech, and NASA, submitted to
the Federal Government a proposal to estab-
lish a national solar research institute in
Houston. The effort made headlines for a day
in Houston papers, but fizzled soon after
because the center would have required the
management of a formal, professional insti-
tute, and the collaborating universities could
not agree on who should be given that
responsibility. A joint proposal from the State
of Colorado won out over Houston and
nineteen other eventual candidates, and the

William Walker

Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI) has
recently opened in Golden.

Rather than the university, it is the
prerogative of Rice's students and alumni to
view solar energy socially and politically as
well as analytically; to work to broaden the
alternatives of a nation whose lifestyle must
become more energy-conscious.

Solar energy systems as a classroom
subject at Rice is a relatively new phenome-
non and falls under the auspices of the
Mechanical Engineering Department. Mech
E course number 531, "Solar Power," is listed
for the first time in Rice's 1977-78 catalog.
Open to undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents, the course offers the opportunity to
learn about "solar collector design and per-
formance — heat storage systems and power
production."
The instructor, Yildiz Bayazitoglu, com-

pleted her undergraduate study in her native
country of Turkey and took her Ph.D. at the
University of Michigan in 1974. She came to
Rice in early 1976 from the University of
Houston. Although she has done a good deal
of research in solar energy and has presented
several papers on that subject, her interests
and specialties are in the broader field of heat
transfer systems. Carefully pointing out that
she was not hired as a solar energy expert,
she says, "What I teach are heat transfer
problems and their occurrence in a system —

Owner of Solus, Inc. , Robert Barrett
did most of his research in the
Fondren Library, where anyone
with a technical background can
learn enough to design and build a
solar heating or cooling system.

not the designing and building of a system.
"More importantly, I teach students how to

foresee a heat transfer problem." Her Mech
E 531 class will study problems encountered
in the designs of two major components of a
solar energy system: collectors, which ab-
sorb the sun's rays, and terminal storage
areas, where energy is stored for use when
there is no direct sunlight. Rather than
design systems, her students will look at
hundreds of designs already on the market
and choose the most desirable few. The
designs will then be studied extensively to
determine not only which heat transfer
problems exist, but also those which might
develop in the future.

This highly theoretical approach is the
hallmark of a Rice engineering education. The
abstract treatment of solar energy is em-
phasized by William Walker, chairman of the
Mechanical Engineering Department and a
heat transfer specialist himself. "It's a ques-
tion we're always up against: What should
engineering students be doing at Rice, plumb-
ing or research? On the undergraduate level
it's easy to cross the line from research into
plumbing. Students really don't have the time
to do the research that will answer the
questions about solar energy that haven't
been answered already — or that could be
answered if industry had more personnel."

Undergraduates in mechanical engineering
who are interested in a career in solar energy
research or applications are encouraged to
concentrate their study in mechanical en-
gineering. A more formal "major" in solar
energy at Rice is improbable. "I don't think
we should have one," Walker says. "Solar
energy might be a flash in the pan. Ten or
fifteen years from now, a solar engineer might
not be marketable. A mechanical engineer
will be.

"Solar energy is not going to solve the
energy problem," Walker maintains. "Geo-
thermal, coal, solar, and nuclear power — all
are auxiliary sources, and their development
depends on geography and politics and a
number of other factors. I think that even
using auxiliary sources our society will still
run on petrochemical energy for a long time."
Though it has not had much effect on the

general Rice curriculum, the science of solar
power has had an impact on graduate re-
search. Professor Bayazitoglu is currently

Solar air and water heating and
only two of the many varied app
solar energy. The sun's rays can
repelled, focussed, or disperse(
research needs in nearly every
under the sun, according to
Margrave. "Solar research is no
function of any department," he
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conomists and applied mathematics scien-
• Faculty members in these two fields are
cipants in the Energy Institute at the

.fliversity of Houston, an advisory organiza-
bon to the Texas Governor's office. Their
k is to find a means of making applied solar

ehergy economically feasible.

Space physicists: Understandably, solar
eltergy has had a long-standing prominence in
Ihe Space Physics Department. Alan Chap-

dean of engineering, has been working
mth NASA for several years to develop solarrepe.

tang systems that will, through radiation,
K'Del the sun's rays from space vehicles (such
"Is otherwise generate unbearable temper-

es within the space vehicle in a very short
e in the vaccuum of space). The depart-
t has also done some basic research in

._e Possibility of collecting solar energy in
:atellites orbiting the earth and beaming it to
terrestrial stations in microwaves.

logists and psychologists: Even these
'4entists have delved into solar research.

actilty members from the two departments
a e submitted a joint proposal to the Energy
lesearch and Development Association
etDA) to study the soc-io-personal implica-
'41IS to an individual of where his power

S from and how he uses it; questions of
servation versus economics.

t:s going to take more than a department of
ZgY in Washington, more than a media
-̀ 1Paign, more than engineers to make the

of solar energy widespread," Margrave
C,3. "One also has to hurdle the economic,

10gical, and psychological obstacles.
tveryone agrees that it would be nice to
solar energy, it the fact is that up to
very few people have actually taken the
S to do it."
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Mech E course number 531, "Solar
Power," is listed for the first time
in Rice's 1977-78 catalogue.

Last year, seniors Mark Blanford
and Mack Wallace designed and
built an entire solar water heating
system fora West University
residence.

supervising three graduate students working
on imaginative, solar-energy-related pro-
jects. Her students are answering some of
Professor Walker's "questions that have not
been answered."
Shearon Pearson, who took her B.S. and

M.A. in mathematics from the University of
Arkansas, is in her second year of Rice's
mechanical engineering doctoral program.
Hoping eventually to pursue solar energy
research in industry, she progressed from
mathematics to engineering to solar energy
research in her academic studies as "a logical
extension of energy research."

Pearson is working with Soheil Asgarpour,
a graduate of Tehran University who is
working on a master's degree in mechanical
engineering. Although he hopes someday to
live in the United States, Asgarpour will
return to Turkey after earning his Rice
degree and will continue his work in that
country. "The government of Turkey is very
interested in developing solar energy," he
says. "The climate is very well suited for it."
Pearson and Asgarpour are working on a

basic analysis of energy collection devices.
Cylindrical collectors which are much more
efficient than the flat type popular in the
United States have been manufactured in
Germany. "But they were developed by the
trial and error method, changing the angle
until one was found which worked the best,"
Pearson says. "No one really knows how or
why the cylinders are so efficient. Until our
kind of analysis is done, designers cannot
improve on the model." Such analysis requires
a combination of human and computer talents
to synthesize the complex data.

Pearson's own specialty is spherical collec-
tors — an idea which (as far as she knows) no
designer has yet been able to build into a solar
energy system. Besides being even more
promising than cylindrical collectors in effi-
ciency, production of the spheres should have
the advantage of being easily incorporated
into existing industry. "Ideally, they could be
produced by lightbulb manufacturers," she
says. "Of course they wouldn't have fila-
ments, but the air-evacuated glass globe is
the same. And the 'stem' of the bulb could be
used to transfer the rays to a storage
terminal."

Since Pearson's project will last for four
years instead of Asgarpour's two, she pre-
dicts she may do preliminary collector design
as well as theoretical analysis. For the most
part, however, both students are more
interested in providing information that de-

Mark Blanford

signers of the future can use, rather than
designing collectors themselves.

Pearson's dedication to the rigorous re-
search and computer analysis of collector data
comes in a large measure from her strong
interests in solar energy as an essential
component in the broader realm of energy
conservation. "Solar energy won't take over
the power market, but it will be very
important as an auxiliary source of energy,"
she says. "It's not cheap — many people
think it is — but it is feasible, especially for
larger buildings."
Even if the cost is reduced, she foresees

legal and political obstacles to the widespread
use of solar alternative. "For instance, there
has already been a question raised about a
right-of-way to the sun. What happens to the
owner of a small business who has invested in
rooftop solar collectors when a skyscraper is
built next door, cutting off his direct source of
sunshine?"

ndergraduate students at Rice of-
ten express their interest in solar
energy by building simple solar
heating projects. But last year,

seniors Mark Blanford and Mack Wallace,
holed themselves up in the Mech Lab, and
there designed and built an entire solar water
heating system for a West University resi-
dence. Ninety square feet of collectors were
placed on the roof to provide year-round
hot water.
"The gas will come on only if there is not

enough solar energy to preheat the city
water," Blanford says. "And we designed the
heater to provide sufficient hot water in
February, so gas should rarely if ever have to
be used." Parts for the solar heater totalled
eight hundred dollars, and a plumber charged
another eight hundred to install the system.
Mark says that although the project was
interesting, "it convinced me that the field is
not exciting. What it comes down to is nuts
and bolts. There's not a whole lot of room for
advances in theory — I couldn't base a career
on solar energy."

A different viewpoint comes from Linn
Osborne, a senior this year majoring in
mechanical engineering and an avid supporter
of solar energy: "I first became interested in
solar energy long before I came to Rice, as
did anyone who ever set a dry leaf on fire with
a magnifying glass. But the lack of useful
information available to the young and the
layman discourages much study.

"I would love to have a career in solar
energy. The problem is in finding someone to
give me a job in the field or sponsor a
research project. Right now our country has
too much money invested in conventional
energy systems to start shelling out the vast
amounts needed for solar energy research.
Most of the money we have is being
channeled into finding more oil and coal. The
inertia of the energy community prevents
large research programs on solar energy."
The problem, he says, is a lack of

understanding. "This country is run by people
who just do not believe in the potential of
solar energy. These people were educated on
steam power from oil and coal. A few learned
about hydroelectric power, and so we have a
few hydroelectric power plants. But company
presidents and chairmen of the boards never
learned much about solar energy and will not
invest their company's money in projects they
do not understand. Perhaps when people of
my generation are sitting in the chairmen's
seats enough money will be allocated to start
the conversion to solar energy. The other
limitations on solar energy are technical, and ,k)
technical limitations can be eliminated with t
enough brainpower, people power, and g
money. If we could develop a method of heat
storage comparable to the electric storage
battery, for example, we could eliminate a big
problem with using solar energy in homes. 1-

"I think Rice should expand in the solar
energy area. As I said, once we get people g
with knowledge of solar energy into positions
of authority in the business world, then we k
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will see some progress in what I think is the
right direction."
At least three alumni have shaped profes-

sional careers around their interest in solar
energy and are moving in Osborne's "right
direction;" one is in research and teaching
and two are working in system production.
Richard Bannerot Ph.D. '63 is an associate
professor of mechanical engineering at the
University of Houston and program manager
for the heating and cooling of buildings in
UH's ambitious Solar Energy Laboratory. The
lab receives funds from the State of Texas
specifically to support the writing of propo-
sals for federal research grants. A $3 million
grant from the National Science Foundation in
1973 gave the lab a good start. When
Bannerot came to UH in the 1960s there was
very little research on solar energy going on
here — or anywhere else, for that matter.
His own professional interests were radiation
and heat transfer, so "solar energy was a
good application.
"When the lab got its first grant in nineteen

seventy-three, there still wasn't much com-
petition for federal funds. There's a lot more
today, but a lot more funding is available.
Four years ago, the government was spend-
ing thirty million in solar research. Today,
they're putting in fifty million."

Bannerot describes his work in the lab as
"mostly administrative," coordinating the re-
search projects within his division. Partly
because of his administrative position, he
periodically receives calls from the public
requesting information about home applica-
tions of solar energy.
"More and more calls were funneled to me

and I made it part of my work to become
knowledgeable in the various home systems
available in Houston and their practicality.
The calls became so frequent that I finally
decided to do something more."
The "more" became the Houston Solar

Energy Society, which had its first meeting
last October. The three hundred members of
the club meet once a month to hear various
speakers, mostly from the Houston area, and
ask questions about their home projects.
Bannerot estimates that about 10 percent of
the club's membership is professionally in-
terested in solar energy, as architects or solar
system suppliers. "Most are just laymen
concerned about their homes."
As vice president and program chairman as

well as founder of the society, Bannerot has
had ample opportunity for form his own
opinions concerning the future of solar energy
in Houston homes. "A solar system still costs
a lot to put in, and the most successful so far
have been the relatively inexpensive solar air
and water heaters," he says. "Further, since
Houston is not very cold in the winter, solar
heaters are a questionable economic in-
vestment. Also, natural gas is still fairly
cheap here."

Bannerot estimates, however, that a Hous-
ton homeowner can "break even" in costs for
a solar water heater in saved gas bills in
"three, four, or five years, depending on how
much hot water you use." What Houston is
really waiting for, according to Bannerot, is
an efficient, practical cooling application of
solar energy. In order to provide solar air
conditioning, solar collectors must generate
"high quality" electricity; that is, electricity
generated at extremely high temperatures.
So far, obtaining such temperatures has been
impractical in private homes.

Meanwhile, energy consumption within a
home can be reduced by half merely through
energy-conscious design and construction,
according to Bannerot. He cites Houston
homes of the pre-central air era with built-in
cooling features, including thick, nearly
windowless north walls to keep out the
prevailing northerly winds in Houston's
winter; expanses of windows and breezeways
on the southern wall (shielded by awnings and
overhangs from the summer sun) to let in
prevailing southern winds in Houston's sum-
mer; high ceilings; and room fans. Also
important is a resident's acceptance of room
temperatures in the full range between 65
and 85 degrees during the year.
At Bannerot's home, they don't have air

conditioners. He claims that it's "really very
nice to have the windows open and hear the
sounds of the neighborhood in the evenings."
The only noise that bothers the family is "the

drone of neighbors' air conditioners."
One member of the solar society with

professional interests is Robert Barrett M.S.
'66, the owner of Solus Inc. in Houston. After
earning a master's degree in mechanical
engineering, Barrett entered "the plastics
business. But about three years ago, the
plastics supply was embargoed and suppliers
were put on government allocation. I started
to think about what was most basic to plastic,
and I came up with energy. Energy seemed
like the best future."

Barrett did most of his research in solar
energy in Fondren Library, where anyone
with a technical background, he says, can
learn enough to design and build a home
system. Although Solus offers several solar
heating and cooling systems, the two most
popular models are water heaters. For about
three hundred dollars, Solus will provide a
homeowner with "Sollectors®," solar energy
collectors manufactured by Solus, a storage
tank and pump, and a stand-by electrically
heated tank. Solus does not provide installa-
tion, which when completed usually brings
the total bill to about fifteen hundred dollars.
According to Solus charts, hot water heaters
pay back their original investment in utility
savings in about three years.
"The savings will be even more if the

government passes tax benefits now under
consideration for homeowners who invest in
solar systems," Barrett says. A complete,
self-sufficient heating and cooling solar sys-
tem, however, runs around twenty thousand
dollars for a 2,000 square-foot dwelling.
Barrett's own offices use solar energy for
auxiliary heating and cooling. As a result, he
says, his utility bills this summer were about
half those of the building next door, and
this winter they should be one fourth of
his neighbor's.
Duane Carter B.A. '74, M.A. '76, Ph.D.

'77 wants more people to become interested
in solar energy applications. Toward this end,
he has begun "Solar Energy People," a brand
new business in Mariposa, Calif., about thirty
miles from Yosemite National Park. "I am
working with people of varied backgrounds
who believe in energy self-sufficiency," he
writes of his new enterprise.
His "Solar Energy People" pamphlet, sent

to interested persons, stresses an ecological
approach to sun power: "We are cutting
overhead (we're in fixed-up Chicken coops)
and trying to find the most efficient (but not
necessarily the prettiest) materials. We will
provide information for the do-it-yourselfers,
or install a system for you. We want solar
energy to be used now."

Carter's services range from design of a
complete solar house to selling books on how
to design your own system. He also distrib-
utes free government publications on practi-
cal applications of solar energy. He estimates
four to six years for a return on a solar water
heating investment, based on an annual hike
of 20 percent in utility rates and not including
the 10 percent refund Californians receive on
their state income tax for such investments.

According to these experts, the ideal
"solar house" is designed and built from the
ground up — with the choice of a site almost
as important as the plans for the home. They
suggest that regardless of whether you use
solar energy now, later, or never, designing
and planning for solar energy results in a
more energy efficient house.
"Energy efficient," like "practical applica-

tions," is an engineering term. For pet-
rochemical engineers it has, in the past,
meant sealed windows and central air be-
cause the energy source, oil or natural gas,
was cheap. But for architects, at Rice and
elsewhere, an efficient home has always been
one with good insulation and features which
thoughtfully incorporate the surrounding en-
vironment — light, warmth, breeze.
A solar energy system is a series of heat

transfer solutions. But it is also the storage
and release of the sun's rays felt in the warm
surface of a rock which has baked in the sun
all day, the unexpected warmth of the ocean's
waves in the cool of the evening, and the pain
of a sunburn which lasts long after the sun
sets. That is the power which has fascirtated
scientists and philosophers for centuries and
still surrounds the highly technical research
and political publicity campaigns of today with
a certain mystery.

. . . a new kind of experience that
will cause the cars to disappear in
magazine ads and make you pray
for rain."

By Linda Driskill

A
woman near the front had asked
what the rainout date for the sea-
shore trip would be and Professor
of Geology H. C. Clark had re-

plied, "Oh, there's no rainout date. Rain's
great. That's when all sorts .of geologic
change is going on." The sudden alertness
of the class indicated that they had detected
something new. Thoughts were of soggy sand-
wiches and children in wet raincoats squirm-
ing in the back seat — could he really
confront domestic disaster so cheerfully?

With a certain wariness they settled down
to listen and soon Clark was holding a volley
ball and talking about gigantic rock plates that
make up the earth's surface — much like the
sections on the ball's surface. Six- and
seven-year-olds grasped the basic concepts
of plate tectonics casually, more easily than
many professionals did a few decades ago.
The emphasis is on looking at the earth as

geologists do rather than on memorizing
terms. The lighthearted survivorship and the
easily grasped presentations are part of a
carefully designed program of "field trip
courses" offered by the Rice Office of
Continuing Studies during the past year. The
experience is thoroughly relaxed, yet care-
fully planned. The objective is to help
participants understand the ways scientists
view the earth and its resources. Tom Pulley
of the Museum of Natural Sciences led a
group along the upper Texas coast; Professor
Clark led another along the coast and up to
the Hill Country in "Texas Geology for Adults
and Children"; Paul Harcombe, assistant
professor of biology, took a class on a "Big
Thicket Adventure"; Professor of Geology
John Warme piloted a crew through the Grand
Canyon in giant rubber rafts.
The spirit of survivorship is more than

occasionally tested. On the second field trip
of the 1977 spring "Texas Geology" course,
strong winds and early morning rains bom-
barded the group camped at Inks Lake State
Park. The rains blew into the screened
shelters for a full hour before lifting. When
the campers began to show up at the cook
shack for hot water for coffee, oatmeal,
cocoa, and other breakfast quick-fix items,
they might have been dejected; but they
weren't. They traded stories: "I just told the
rest to look outside and see if the animals
were marching by two-by-two. If they were,
I was going to go out and get aboard."

During cold weather on the November trip
members came up with scores of iceberg
jokes, polar bear jokes (funnier than elephant
stories), and glacier jokes as they drank hot
soup and ate weiners and red beans over rice.
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Dear Dr. Clark qnd Linda,
I Think You're GoingT
o Like This
Picture.
Each group developed a hardy attitude that at
the end made rainout dates seem ridiculous.
The teams developed a sense of loyalty to

the group that gave each class an identity of
its own. CB radios helped keep the convoys
of up to twenty-three cars together. E. C.
Marshall, "The Texas Yellow Jacket,"
Winston and Jerome Crowder, "The Green
Spade and the Toothbrush," and others kept
the "back door" closed. In the "rocking
chair," others played scout and dropped out
with non-CBers who stopped for gas, grub,
or other natural necessities and helped them
find the group again. Among the scouts were
"The Broadway Baby" (Mike Clardy), "The
Texas Hopalong" (Bill Boyd), and "The
Smokehouse" (George Thompson). When it
was time to get food for these huge groups
there were always many hands who took
charge of getting the chow lines rolling. Sheila
Smith, Barbara Kobayashi, and Sallie Ward
made dirmer easy and fun. And always the
youngsters were the readiest helpers of all.
More than two hundred people participated

in "Texas Geology" and every one of them
was remembered by the others for some
moment of kindness and good humor.
The teams scrambled up hillsides and

hunted for clues of folding, squeezing, dete-
rioration, and melting, of ancient lakes and
seashores. They calculated which rocks were
older, which younger. They debated whether
to put their farms on the inner or outer curve
of the river, checked ore chunks for high
graphite content, and found a miniature
stream bed in the runoff water along a mine
road. Adults and children pored over the
fossil sites. Finding and holding a sea urchin
that is eighty to a hundred million years old in
one's very own hand is a special kind of thrill
that makes a person feel connected to living
things across the long reaches of earth's
history.
A new sense of time overwhelmed

everyone. For some it was looking across the
cut in the hillside that had been blasted by the
highway crew and suddenly recognizing the
ages of the different layers. For others it was
standing, legs stretched, with two feet
planted on different stone layers formed five
hundred million years apart. For some it was
the difference in the fine timeworn sand of
the coastal beach and the pointy rock chips of
the Hill Country lake shore. The new sense
of how very old earth is, made the fleeting
moment of each person's life seem more
precious, made surviving and being part of
the great pyramid of earth and plants and
animals and human families more valuable.
And the air smelled sweeter.

Later, they came back for "class reunions"
to view each other's slides and to admire each
other's fossil discoveries and to remember
that stalactites cling to the top of a cavern.
Nicole Roberts sent us a magazine adver-
tisement a few weeks later that showed an
automobile driving past a mountain rock face
with the message, "Dear Dr. Clark and Linda,
I thought you'd like this picture." It's all a

matter of seeing geologically, of course; some
people look and see the man-made auto;
others look and see a mountain. It was what
Clark had hoped for all along.

If you are a Houston-area resident who
would like to experience the Big Thicket
through an ecologist's eyes, or Texas through
a geologist's eyes, or see a salt water marsh
from a biologist's point of view, then get in on
one of the Rice Office of Continuing Studies'
field trips for fall, 1978. Nicole's grandfather,
Put Hinds, who was her partner in the team,
didn't send in a magazine advertisement, but
he gave the program an ad of his own on
his course evaluation sheet: "Beautiful job.
When students of five-and-a-half to sixty are
interested simultaneously, an expert has
been at work. I think that the concept of the
course is very good; I know that I and my
granddaughter enjoyed it."

Richard Arnett was brief: "It was great!
Thanks!" And from one adult: "I enjoyed and
learned so much from this trip — more than
my classes fifteen years ago." Whether
you're six, thirty-six, or sixty, these courses
are a new kind of experience that will cause
the cars to disappear in magazine ads and
make you pray for rain.

Linda Driskill B.A. '61, M.A. '68, Ph.D. '70 is
assistant professor of English, lecturer in adminis-
trator science, and director of Rice's Office of
Continuing Education.

Office of Continuing Studies Schedule for
Fall, 1977
Professional and Technical Courses
Sept. 20-23 Exploration of Earth Resources:
Digital Processing Techniques
Begins Sept. 26 Engineer-in-training
Fundamentals Review
Begins Sept. 26 Arabic for Business Persons
Begins Sept. 27 Reading Scientific German
Oct. 17-18 High Temperature Chemistry
Oct. 22 Assertiveness for Professionals

Leisure Learning Courses
Begins Sept. 20 "Feeling Good": Self Esteem
for Children
Begins Sept. 27 Beginning Spanish I and II
Begins Sept. 27, 29 Photography: A Different
Kind of Art land II
Begins Sept. 28 Sculpting in Wood or Stone
Begins Sept. 28 "Flying the Gilded Cage":
Women in Literature
Begins Oct. 5 Mastering the Metric System
Date not final: Modern Dance

Field Trip Courses
Begins Sept. 15 Texas Geology for Adults and
Children
Oct. 8 Exploring the Big Thicket
Nov. 5 Hill Country Barbeque Trip

For further information call the Office of
Continuing Studies, (713) 527-4803, or write,
P.O. Box 1892, Houston, Tex. 77001.
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Xelads' otrcct

Persian Garden scheme included medicine building, Greek theater, and several reflecting ponds.

Early Campus Plans to be Shown
The way Rice might have looked according to
two alternative master plans drawn sixty
years ago will be part of an exhibit held in
Sewall Gallery during Homecoming '77.
Sponsored by the Rice Design Alliance, a
community program affiliated with the School
of Architecture, the display will feature the
drawings of the master plan and original
buildings by Ralph Adams Cram and Bertram
Grosvenor Goodhue. Alternative plans sub-
mitted by Cram and Goodhue, including a
"lake campus" and a "Persian Garden"
scheme will also be on display.
The Friends of Fondren Library will at the

same time present a complimentary exhibit
on Cram and his ties to the Institute. A case
containing unidentified photographs of the
campus will be included in the display. The
friends invite alumni to test their memories
and help the Woodson Research Center in its
project to sort and identify Rice's archival
photographs by visiting this exhibit.
The master plan for Rice Institute was

designed by the Boston and New York office
of Cram, Goodhue, and Ferguson during the
period from 1909 to 1927. The work
exemplifies a significant aspect in the de-
velopment of American architecture during
the first decades of this century.
A variety of items from the Fondren

Library collection will be included in the
Sewall exhibit, including architectural draw-
ings and renderings of the original administra-
tion, physics, engineering, and dormitory
buildings as well as drawings for a proposed
library and a proposed president's house,
neither of which were built. These materials
will be augmented by historical photographs

and, on loan from the archives of the Boston
Public Library, large-scale ink - on - linen
drawings of all the original campus buildings.
An illustrated catalog of the exhibit will be

prepared if funding is available. The catalog
will incorporate pertinent correspondence
between Cram and Ferguson and the Insti-
tute's trustees and officers together with
contemporaneous descriptions and critiques
of the buildings to portray a visual and
textural record of the initial conceptualization
and realization of the campus.
The Sewall exhibit and proposed catalog

are the result of a year-long planning and
research project initiated by Drexel Turner
'69, former RDA president, and Stephen Fox
'72. Ray Waticin Hoagland, daughter of the
first dean of the School of Architecture,
William Ward Watkin, was contributor to the
planning and compiling of materials.

For further information on the exhibit and
proposed catalog, please contact Ann Barr, at
the Rice Design Alliance, (713) 527-8101,
ext. 3358, or P. 0. Box 1892, Houston,
Tex., 77001.

Library building Cram and Ferguson proposed for Rice in 1927.

Photographer
Fills Mellon
Chair
The art of photography will be a significantly
strengthened curriculum at Rice this fall as a
result of the appointment of one of the
nation's foremost contemporary photog-
raphers to the Andrew W. Mellon Chair in
Humanities. Lee Friedlander, a widely pub-
lished and exhibited photographer known for
his documentary technique, will hold the
position of visiting professor as a part of the
Mellon Foundation program to bring distin-
guished scholars and artists to Rice.

Friedlander will teach two courses in the
art department: an advanced photography
laboratory and a lecture course, "Contem-
porary Trends." In conjunction with the
increasing interest in contemporary photog-
raphy, the Houston Museum of Fine Arts is
planning an exhibit of Friedlander's works in
the spring, entitled "The American Monu-
ment." The exhibit is based on the photog-
rapher's book and portfolio of the same title,
depicting a series of landscapes which include
street and park monuments found around the
U.S. He is also the author of two other
books, "Self Portraits" and "From the Same
House: Etchings by Jim Dine and Photo-
graphs by Lee Friedlander" and a portfolio,
"Photographs of Flowers," and has had
works included in several major art shows.

From Ditches
to Diamonds!
A new baseball diamond is under construction
and should be completed in time for the Owls'
1978 baseball season. Located between the
Media Center and the track stadium, the new
field will be a vast improvement over the
chuckholes and splinter-filled bleachers most
fans remember.

In accordance with NCAA recom-
mendations, the new field will be 330 feet
down the foul lines, 370 in the "power
alleys," and 400 to dead center field. A layer
of rock and shell under the soil and a slight
gradient drop in all directions from the
pitcher's mound will ease drainage problems,
and permanent stands and lights (possibilities
not vet confirmed) will add to the appearance
and utility of the field.

Construction on the diamond cut off the
access road to Rice's Recycling Center, but
the center constructed a new building, lo-
cated between the Jake Hess Tennis Stadium
and Media Center, and resumed its recycling
service at the beginning of classes. The new
baseball field has also eliminated the parking
area next to the track stadium.
Not far from the field, a new drainage ditch

has been dug to prevent the recurrence of the
heavy flooding from rains in 1976. The open,
graded ditch, measures sixteen feet across
and eight feet in depth, and runs in front of
the gymnasium, following the path of a bayou
which existed before the university was built.

The Class of '81 in Figures
A majority of the 1977 freshman class call
Texas home, and quite a few have alumni
relatives. But the entering class is as diverse
as ever — drawn from forty-one states and
fifteen foreign countries — and has the
intellectual promise characteristic of Rice
students.
The Office of Admissions received about

2400 applications for admission this academic
year. Of the 2100 which were eventually
completed and considered, 214 (10 percent)
were from relatives of alumni. The percent-
age of alumni relatives increased during the
admissions process: of the 882 total ac-

ceptances, 105 (12 percent) were alumni
relatives; and of the 540 entering freshmen,
77 (14 percent) were relatives.
Of all the applications from relatives of Rice

alumni, 49 percent were accepted — of that
number 73 percent decided to come.
The size of the class (540) is significantly

(and intentionally) smaller than classes of the
past two years, due in large part to a housing
shortage on campus, and about the same of
classes of five and ten years ago (565 and 490
respectively). Academically they are also
very similar to classes of 1967 and 1972: 62
percent graduated in the top 5 percent of

their high school class, compared with 63
percent in 1967 and 65 percent in 1972; and
26 percent were valedictorians or salutato-
rians, compared with 26 percent in 1967 and
23 percent in 1972.
As for intellectual promise, the mathemat-

ics SAT average is 686 for the 1977 entrants
(versus 699 in 1967 and 686 in 1972), and the
verbal is 630 (versus 663 in 1967 and 634 in
1972). Although the national SAT averages
have been declining, those of Rice's entering
classes over the past five years have
stabilized — reflecting the university's stu-
dent selectivity.

This is demonstrated also in the dramatic
increase in the number of National Ment
Scholars in the freshman class. These stu-
dents represent a fixed percentage of high
school students across the United States who
score highest on the National Merit Scholar-
ship Qualifying Test. As compared with 11
percent of the 1967 incoming class and 8
percent of the 1972 freshmen, this year's
entering class has 147, or 27.5 percent
National Merit scholars — so that Rice's total
enrollment continues to include the highest
proportion of National Merit scholars of anY
school in the nation.
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Xcius'&NOtices
SRUW's Begin
Tenth Year
The Society of Rice University Women
(SRUW) began their tenth year with a
meeting on September 12 in the Rice
Memorial Center. The speaker was J.
Thomas Eubank Jr., '51, an attorney with the
firm Baker & Botts.
Eubank, recently elected an officer of the

American Bar Association and co-chairman of
the Rice President's Club for the 1977-78
annual fund year with his wife Nancy Moore
Eubank '55, spoke on the subject of federal
estate taxes.
The second meeting of the year, scheduled

for November 14, 10 A.M., at the Rice
Memorial Center, will feature Barbara Bush,
sPeaking on her experiences as the wife of an
ambassador to China. A continental breakfast
and a showing of Bush's slides of China will be
Part of the program.
SRUW will follow Bush with a series of

seminars beginning January 9 with Robert R.
Sterling, dean of the Jesse H. Jones Graduate
School of Administration, and continuing each
Monday following with James Teague, '30,
Chairman of the Rice Board of Trustees;
harry Greenlaw, with Bayou Bend Collection
of the Houston Fine Arts Museum; Thomas
kabson Ph.D., '54, professor of electrical
engineering; Bernice Smith, a UH professor
(nn Wedgewood and porcelains); a day on
campus with William Gordon with a luncheon
and lecture and performance by Wayne
Krause of the Shepherd School of Music on
the viola (Feb. 13); Richard Smith, history
Professor specializing in China; Werner
kelber, professor of religion; Floyd Martin,
,,c)f the Future Studies Committee of the
ttouston Chamber of Commerce; and Chet
!lutes on contemporary art.
SRUW membership is open to anyone, and

those interested in joining may contact Doris
Anderson, president, 622-8474, or Mary
Alice Hamilton, 668-6323.

Vying forVolumes
he Friends of Fondren Library will be

9Nolding a book sale on April 9, 1978, at
kulaiose Gallery in Houston. The drive for
unok donations has already begun in order to
lake the selection as large and varied as

1)nssible for the spring sale.
ti All types of books are needed, and dona-
:41s are tax deductible. The friends are
k.."c.cePting books at DuBose Gallery, 2950
,.715Y Drive, Houston, 77098. A receipt for
"Lx Purposes is available.

Tyler-area Alumni
Tyler Area Alumni Club held its initial

if]lieeling August 10 over dinner at the Willow
00k Country Club in Tyler. New chairman

"lomas Shirley Simons, Jr. '44 acted as

Zaster of ceremonies for the program, "Anv,e, fling with Coach Homer Rice."
th Right now we're looking at the future,"

Rice coach told alumni. "We are faced
th a young team. We have a lot of freshmen
Players who are inexperienced.

h We plan to work hard to get them ready,"
we added. "And in two or three years we feel
ell have a contender."
S?Mons, a principal in the architectural and

wggineering firm of Simons-Clark Associates,
1,4 recently named president-elect of the
Yler Area Chamber of Commerce — a
sltion he will assume March 1, 1978. He is

h Dast president of the Tyler Rotary Club and
served on the boards of directors of the

alnber of commerce and the Willow Brook
°Alintry Club.
4hong the forty alumni attending the Tyler

eti0g. were a member of Rice's first
tiZtlating class and a member of the
'nating class of 1977.

Brotzen, Stebbings Move Into
Women's Colleges
Two scientists have taken over duties as the
new masters of the two women's residential
colleges this fall. Franz R. Brotzen, professor
of materials science, is master of Brown
College, replacing Donald Baker. Ronald F.
Stebbings, professor of space science and
astronomy, has begun his five-year term at
Jones College, succeeding Neil Havens.

Franz Brotzen

Brotzen has been a faculty associate
member and freshman advisor at Brown for
several years and served as acting master for
Jones college during Neil Havens's sabbatical
in 1974-75. He is a four-time winner of
George R. Brown awards for superior teach-
ing ('67, '71, '72, and '73) and a 1975 winner

of a Piper award, a prize given annually by the
Minnie Stevens Piper Foundation of San
Antonio to ten university-level educators in
recognition of excellence in teaching. He is a
member of several university committees and
served as dean of engineering, in charge of
the university's research program, from 1962
to 1966.

Ronald Stebbings

Stebbings has also had several years of
experience in student counseling as an as-
sociate of Jones. He was chairman of the
Physics and Astronomy Department from
1969 to 1974. During the 1972-73 annual fund
drive, he served as chairman of faculty and
staff solicitations.

Cornell Exhibition Opens at Museum
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Cornell's untitled Owl Habitat, 1947
(courtesy of Castelli IFeigen ICorcoran).

The Rice Museum has opened the new
academic year with two shows, running
simultaneously, which promise to catch the
eye and the imagination. Through December
31, works of Joseph Cornell, one of the
earliest members of the school of Surrealism,
will share exhibit space with "The I at Play,"
a selection of images and objects from the
Menil Foundation Collection.
"Joseph Cornell" will feature over sixty of

the American master's shadow boxes, ob-
jects, and collages, in a loan exhibition by the
Institute for the Arts with the cooperation of
Leo Ca3telli, Richard Feigen, and James
Corcoran. Cornell's boxes and collages are
the distillation of his many interests. Themes
selected for the show reflect his lifelong
passion for the theater and cinema, the
romantic ballet and its ballerinas, and
nineteenth century Symbolist painting and
poetry. There will also be daily showings of
three short films by the artist.
The objects in the Menil collection have

been chosen to tickle the viewer's fancy —
and fantasy — with old maps and astrological
charts, curious objects and rare books,
crystals creating rainbows of light, fabulous
flying machines from long before the Wright
brothers, botanicals, ballerinas, and
fireworks. Works by little-known artists,
forgotten dreamers, and scientific inves-
tigators are included.
For times, see "Owlmanac."

Help Identify Distinguished Alumni
Last May, for the first time in several
decades, the Association of Rice Alumni
presented the Rice University Distinguished
Alumni Award to a former Rice student who
has distinguished himself by personal and
professional achievements of the highest
order. William Goyen '37, author and editor,
attended the May commencement and there
received the award.
The occasion generated a special brand of

excitement within the university and alumni
communities, and the alumni association

wants to do it again, and again, and again.
The association's committee on honors,

chaired by Neal Lacey, Jr. '58, will soon begin
considering nominees. If they are to fulfill
their charge completely, the committee's
members need the assistance of Rice people
across the nation and around the world.
Anyone wishing to place the name of a

deserving alumnus or alumna into nomination
should write to the Committee on Nomina-
tions, Association of Rice Alumni, P.O. Box
1892, Houston, Tex. 77001.

Tones School Gets
HEW Grant
The just-opened Jesse H. Jones Graduate
School of Administration has received a
$100,000 grant from the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare for a speciali-
zation program in international studies and
business.
The grant will begin in this academic year

and extend over a two-year period, according
to Robert R. Sterling, dean of the Jones
School.

Charles F. Doran, associate professor of
administrative science and political science,
has been selected to be director of the
program.

Fall Alumni
Institute
Underway
The Rice Alumni Institute will present two
lecture series in the Chemistry Lecture Hall
for its fall, 1977, program. Beginning Sep-
tember 13, lectures will be held each Tues-
day, excluding September 27 due to a
previously scheduled President's lecture that
evening, through October 25.
At 7:15 P.M., Rice professors are discus-

sing "The Utility of Utopias" as they relate to
literature, history, anthropology, sociology,
and even space physics and astronomy.
Following, at 8:30 P.M., Alan Matusow,
professor of history, is presenting a series of
lectures on liberalism in the 1960s and titled
"The Unravelling of America." Participants
may register for individual lectures at the
door.

Alumni Assoc.
Seeks Advisers
for Seniors
The Student Alumni Liaison Committee of
the Association of Rice Alumni has launched a
program to increase student opportunities for
career counseling. By compiling a "Career
Advisers Directory," listing alumni willing to
be contacted by students to discuss career
alternatives, the committee hopes to make
the transistion from academics to a "beyond
the hedges" career easier.
The book will be on file in the Alumni

Office, Placement Office, and college offices,
and available to students upon request. Using
the directory as a guide, the student can call
to make an appointment with an alum in
the career field of his or her choice. Details of
the meeting or counsel session will be left up
to the student and counselor.

Current on-campus career counseling pro-
grams will continue, but the new service will
give more alumni a chance to keep in touch
with Rice students and the campus, and give
students a chance to interview and receive
advice on career alternatives throughout the
year.

If you want to be listed in the Career
Advisors Directory, please fill out the form
below and return it to the Association of Rice
Alumni, Rice University, P.O. Box 1892,
Houston, Texas 77001.

Name:  
Phone:  
Address.  
Degree/Major/Class:  
Occupation:  
Title /Company. 
Description of your job:  
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Coordinator for
Women's
Athletics
Named
Susan C. Peiffer is the university's new
coordinator of women's athletics replacing
Doug Osburn.. Osburn will continue as the
baseball coach and assist Charlie Moore with
club sports.

Peiffer began her duties in mid-August
after completing work on her master's degree
in physical education administration at the
University of Indiana in Bloomington. She
received a B.S. in education in 1976 from the
University of Ohio, where she was an
outstanding swimmer and team captain.
Her two major goals in women's athletics

at Rice, she says, are "to provide more funds
for the women's department that are supple-
mental to the funds that come out of the
men's budget (the source of all women's
athletics departmental funds now) and to
raise the standard of women's competition at
Rice by competing more often with schools of
equal or even greater capabilities, and getting
more women athletes into national compe-
titions."

In a taping of "To the Point," the univer-
sity's radio show, Peiffer expressed her ideas
about topics ranging from the Title IX
Education Amendment requiring parity be-
tween financing of men's and women's col-
legiate athletics to the attitudes of her male
coworkers at Rice ("There was no resent-
ment, but there was a fear that expanding the
women's program would diminish their own
since our funds come from their budget.")

Smith Drums
Up Awards
Lovie Smith '80 of the Shepherd School of
Music tied for first place in the Ima Hogg
Young Artists competition sponsored by the
Houston Symphony Orchestra at the begin-
ning of the summer. Smith, 23, split a $1,250
prize with Lynn Kramer from Phoenix, Ariz.

Particularly interested in percussion in-
struments, Smith won $550 earlier in the
year for superior percussion performance in
the Music Teachers Association's Collegiate
Artists Competition in Atlanta, Ga. She has
occasionally substituted for Richard Brown,
her music instructor, in performances of
the Houston Pops Orchestra and the Hous-
ton Ballet. She spent the past summer in
studies at the Stetson Music Institute in
DeLand, Fla.
"Music is like football," she says. "In order

to keep in shape you've got to practice.
You've got to work at it or when the big
games roll around you won't be ready." At
least three hours of her day during the school
year are spent in the practice rooms in the
basement of Hamman Hall.

Rice Will Nominate Three for
Luce Scholarship
Recent Rice graduates, as well as Rice
seniors, graduate students, and junior faculty
members, may apply for a Luce scholarship
for a year's experience in Asia. Established
and funded by the Henry Luce Foundation,
Inc., the Luce Scholars Program has as its
goal the development of a broader under-
standing of Asia and Asian peoples among the
future leaders of the U.S.

Each scholarship includes travel fare, med-
ical insurance, and a stipend of $9,000, to be
increased to $11,000 if the recipient is
married and accompanied by a spouse. The
only limiting qualifications are that applicants
must be no older than twenty-seven, pos-
sessed of a B.A. degree by September 1,
1978, and not be involved in a course of study
clearly directed towards Asian affairs or
international relations. Persons who have
already had considerable exposure to Asia
through extensive travel, foreign study, the
Peace Corps, or other programs will also be
considered ineligible.

Rice alumnus James Hennessey '76 was
one of fifteen Luce scholars chosen from sixty
participating universities last year. He begins
his professional studies of chemical engineer-

ing in Asia this month. Scholars are assigned
to firms, laboratories, or institutions accord-
ing to their professional interest, but do not
attend universities or receive academic credit
during the year.

Applications for the scholarship should be
in the office of the Dean of Undergraduate
Affairs, 101 Lovett Hall, not later than
Monday, October 31, 1977, and should be
accompanied by two supporting letters of
recommendation from members of the Rice
faculty with whom the candidate has discus-
sed his or her application. Full transcripts are
required from any university other than Rice
that the applicant has attended.

Rice will nominate three candidates for the
Luce Scholarship in November and will notify
all applicants as soon as possible thereafter.
Final selection, made by three regional panels
on behalf of the Henry Luce Foundation, Inc.,
will be announced between March 15 and
March 31, 1978.

Rice's nominations and the Foundation's
final selections will reflect a major interest in
the candidate's personal qualities of leader-
ship and maturity, outstanding academic
record, and strong career commitment

Chapman Appointed Annual
Fund Chairman
David F. Chapman '53 has been appointed as
1977-78 general chairman of the university's
Annual Fund organization. Assisting him will
be Helen S. Worden '38 as general vice-
chairman.

Heading the fast-growing giving organiza-
tions will be Josephine Bryan '46, chairman,
and William H. Lane, vice-chairman, Rice
Associates; Edwin P. NeiIan '28, chairman,
and W. Oscar Neuhaus '36, vice-chairman,
Founder's Club; and J. Thomas Eubank, Jr.
'51 and Nancy Moore Eubank '55, co-
chairmen, and Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Baker,
Jr. '53/'53, vice chairmen, President's Club.
Tom McKittrick '56 will chair the alumni

division; George W. Hansen '50 the business
division, and John L. Welsh, Jr., the commu-
nity division.
Houston activity will be chaired by Helen

S. Worden, the Houston Telefund by Geane
Jeffrey '46, chairman, and Mary Arnold '36,
vice-chairman; and the class organization by
S. I. Morris '35, chairman, and Carl Illig '30,
vice-chairman.

Heading up the area organizations will
be Edgar 0. Bottler '44, New York City,
Eastern Division chairman; Richard Stephens
'56, New Orleans, Central Division chairman;

Dave Chapman

Dr. Charles Blair '31, Buena Park, Calif.,
Western Division chairman; and Lee Blocker
'39, Austin, Texas chairman.

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin J. Jennings will be
co-chairmen for the Parents Division, and
Dr. Frank M. Fisher, Jr., will head the faculty
and staff program.

Rice Women's Club
Topics from kings to clothes have been
scheduled for the entertainment and instruc-
tion of members of the Rice Women's Club.
Composed of Rice alumnae, the RWC meets
once a month at a time specifically chosen to
accommodate working women — 3 P.M. the
second Sunday of each month in Cohen
House.

Staff members of In Houston magazine
discussed the King Tut exhibit and its
influence on art and business during the first
meeting of the 1977-78 academic year on
September 11. Other programs include, a
talk and style presentation by Cindy Hickok of
Fiber Art Designers, a local group interested
in original art and fiber design for clothing;
Robert Sterling, dean of the Jesse H.
Graduate School of Administration, discuss-
ing the school and its relationship to Rice and

the Houston community; a performance by
students of the Shepherd School of Music,
followed by a fondue social; James Clouser,
artistic director of Houston's newest profes-
sional dance company, Space/Dance/
Theater; Psychologist and Houston Chronicle
columnist Paul Rothaus speaking on dream
analysis; John Newport, Rice Religious
Studies Department, discussing occult theory
and practice; Karen Duke, wife of Rice
education professor Reese Duke, reviewing
Erma Bombeck's The Grass Is Greener Over
the Septic Tank; and a box lunch and bus
trip to the Magnolia Homes Tour in Colum-
bus, Tex.

Alumnae interested in joining RWC should
contact Miss Mary Degrian, 6060 Gulfton,
#2204, Houston, Texas, 77081.

Kerr Elected
Pennzoil
President
Baine P. Kerr, a term member of the Rice
Board of Governors, was elected president of
Pennzoil Company in May. He had served as
general counsel, board member, and chair-
man of the executive committee for the firm.
The announcement was made by J. Hugh
Liedke, chairman and chief executive officer
of Pennzoil, who is also a member of the Rice
Board of Governors as a governor advisor.
Kerr succeeds C. Liedke Jr., who was
elected chief executive officer of Pogo Pro-
ducing Company (formerly Pennzoil Offshore
Gas Operators).

Baine Kerr

First appointed a term member in 1972,,
Kerr was reappointed to the Rice Board 01
Governors in June of 1975. He has also

served on the Rice University Financial
Affairs Committee.

After graduating from the University 01
Texas Law School, Kerr served in the
Marine Corps and joined the Houston lay/
firm of Baker & Botts. He was elected to
Permzoil's Board of Directors in 1964. I°
1968 he was elected general counsel and !II
1972 was named chairman of the companY5
executive committee. He is also a director of

Colgate-Palmolive Company.

Giving Clubs
Welcome
New Members
The Founder's Club recognizes alumni and
friends who give substantial support to Rici,e
for current operations. The President's Clou
brings together those who contribute $100 td
$1,000 to Rice in funds for current use.
The following are donors who have joined

the giving clubs between July 1 and AugUst
15, 1977.

Founder's Club
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas A. Flanagan, Jr. '45/41

Dr. & Mrs. John E. Merwin '52/-
Mr. & Mrs. Howard H. Olson

President's Club
Mr. & Mrs. Paul T. Babb
Mr. & Mrs. Howard W. Bennett
Robert A. Brooks '63
Robert A. Buckley
L. T. DeLaup
Mr. & Mrs. Hugo W. Fahrenthold '43/-
Mr. & Mrs. George W. Hansen '50/'50
Charles H. Hulsey
Joe B. Marx
Joseph Melnick
Mr. & Mrs. Wallace M. Rankin
Mr. & Mrs. John R. Sacks
Marvin R. Stevens
Mr. & Mrs. Robert White
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1916-1949
Arnold B. Johnson '37 writes that he has
just completed his 32nd year as a life
insurance underwriter, specializing in estate
planning and funding stock purchase
agreements. His offices are in the Bank of the
Southwest Building in Houston. Charles C.

Nathan BS '40 has been
re 1   

Mexico
named 

Institute 
   director of fm .New g

4 and Technology's Energy
Institute and deputy direc-
tor of Tech's Research and
Development Division

(Socorro, N.M.). For the past nine years, he
has been senior corrosion engineer and
coordinator of new energy sources for Betz
Laboratories in Philadelphia, Pa. After receiv-
ing his M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in chemistry
from the University of Pittsburgh, Nathan
worked for Monsanto Chemical Company and
Texaco before joining Betz Laboratories. He
holds ten patents in the field of corrosion
inhibition and has written forty scholarly
papers. John S. Jockusch '41 sent some
clippings of June weddings involving Rice
grads. We really appreciate any clippings from
newspapers or magazines, in state or out,
which mention either a Rice alumnus/a or the
University. Some of our best stories come
from these sources. The Houston Ballet has
gained an experienced fund-raiser and coor-
dinator in the appointment of Irl Mowery
BA '41 as the director of planning and
development. He will be responsible for all
fund-raising and long-range financial de-
velopment for the ballet company. Presently
project director for real estate development
in California, Mowery worked for Encyc-
lopedia Britannica for eleven years. His
experience in the arts includes two seasons
as production coordinator for a Broadway
company and three years (1972-1975) as
business mananger of the St. Paul Opera
Association. Olivia Fuller Orfield BA '43
is the recipient of the 1977 Russell Sharp
Drama Award sponsored by the Theatre
Guild of Webster Groves, Missouri, for a
one-act play. The guild knows its playwrights;
the first recipient of the award was Tennes-
see Williams. Shirley (Cohen) Fleisch-
mann BA '47 reports from Bellevue,
Wash.: "For those old friends who are
interested, and have not heard from me from
this (wonderful) corner of the U.S.A., my life
is still in music. Fortunately, my students are
Placing first place (sometimes second) in the
many festivals and competitions that are held
here where music is a very vital and active
Part of the community. Presently, I am
President of the Eastside Chapter of the
Washington State Music Teachers' Associa-
tion and Northwest Vice President to the
state of Washington. All three daughters are
married, one finishing law school soon. Our
Youngest, a son Steve, is in the business
administration school at the University
of Washington. I am still performing —
and enjoying one precious grandson."

The federal bench recently received Rice
graduate Finis E. Cowan BA '51. He has
been nominated by President Carter upon the
recommendation of Sen. Lloyd Bentsen for
the position of U.S. district judge in the
Southern District of Texas, filling a vacancy
left by the semi-retirement of U.S. District
Judge James Noel last year. A Phi Beta Kappa
graduate of Rice, Cowan received his law
cl‘gee from the University of Texas Law
School. He is a partner in the Houston firm of

Baker and Botts and head
of their trial section. L. A.
Ffrench BS '52 has been
named president of Flo-
Valve Company, Inc., of
Houston. Before joining
Flo-Valve, Ffrench was

CorPorate vice president and group executive
With Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company in

New York City. He has spent many of the past
23 years in Latin America, managing sales
districts in Buenos Aires, Argentina, and
Caracas, Venezuela, for Cooper Industries,
and as general manager of the Latin American
Area Divison for the Machinery Group of

Dresser Industries.
Donald Heyneman MA
'51, PhD '52, received an
award for excellent teach-
ing at commencement
exercises for the School of
Pharmacy, University of

California San Francisco, in June. Recipient of
the Long Foundation Prize for Excellence in
Teaching in 1970, he was named Teacher of
the Year by the second year class of the
School of Medicine, 1969-70. He is a profes-
sor of parasitology and acting chairman of the
Department of International Health, School of
Medicine, as well as an assistant professor of
pharmacology at the University of California
San Francisco. William H. Watson BA
'53, PhD '58 has been awarded the 1977
Wilfred T. Doherty Award of the Dallas-Ft.
Worth Section of the American Chemical
Society. Watson, who is a senior faculty
member of the chemistry department of
Texas Christian University in Ft. Worth,
received the award in recognition of his
contributions to the profession of chemistry
while a resident of the Dallas-Ft. Worth
Section. He joined the T.C.U. staff in 1957
and became a full professor in 1963. The
author of over eighty research publications,
he has been a National Academy of Sciences
Exchange Scientist to Yugoslavia and an OAS
lecturer in South America. Anthony W.
Johnson BA '54 has been appointed direc-
tor of information systems at the University
of Chicago Medical Center. He previously
served as director of information services at
Columbus-Cuneo-Cabrini Medical Center and
in a similar position at Michael Reese Hospital
and Medical Center, both in Chicago. He
holds an M.B.A. in management from the
University of Texas and an M.B.A. in
administration from the University of
Chicago, where he is working towards a
master's degree in hospital administration.
He and his wife have two children and live in

Glen Ellyn, Ill. Robert P.
Larkins BS '56 was
elected a director and
senior vice president of
Carter Oil Company (an
affiliate of Exxon Corpora-
tion) of Houston in August.

He was formerly manager of Exxon USA's
Western Marketing Region. The Carter Oil
Company is engaged in the development of
coal, shale oil, and coal synthetics. Larkins
joined Exxon immediately after receiving his
PhD in chemical engineering from the Uni-
versity of Michigan in 1959. He has held
several positions with them since then,
including managerial positions in Houston,
Dallas, and New York. He and his wife,
Bobbie Ann, have two children. A Knox
College Alumni Achievement Award was

presented to George W.
Smith PhD '56 at their
June 1 commencement
exercises in Galesburg, Ill.
A senior research physicist
for General Motors Re-
search Laboratories, Smith

was recognized "for notable achievement and
significant leadership in the field of physics."
He has been with General Motors for 18
years and is author of over 40 articles
published in journals and books. He is also a
fellow of the American Physical Society and
has lectured to numerous scientific groups
here and abroad. Several community activi-
ties, from scoutmaster to Little League coach
keep him busy at his home in Birmingham,
Mich. Peggy (O'Neill) Williams BA '58
received a B.S. in nursing from the Univer-
sity of Texas Health Science Center in May. A
friend writes that Gerald A. Kirk PhD '59,
an English professor at North Texas State
University, Denton, Tex., is now editor of
the journal "Studies in the Novel," a five-
year-old publication whose distribution in-
cludes libraries and individuals behind the

iron curtain.

1960-1969
J. Lynn Harden '60 has been named one of
two principal partners of the White Budd Van
Ness Partnership in Greenway Plaza. He has
been a member of the architectural, planning,
and project management firm for three
years.Commander Jack D. and Sue
(Baldwin-Wallace) Henderson BA
'60/BS '65 are enjoying themselves in
Newport, R.I., where he is chief of staff of
the Naval Readiness Command, Region One.
He was recently transferred there from
Omaha, Neb., where he served as command-
ing officer of the Naval and Marine Corps
Reserve Center. "The whole area is on a
'high' for the Americas Cup," he writes, and
his two sons, Shawn and Todd, are
"thoroughly enjoying the excitement." The
family is in the process of restoring an old
Newport home, circa 1910. George Benja-
min Oliver '60 has been appointed dean of
the Brown College of Arts and Sciences at
Southwestern University in Georgetown,
TX. Presently an associate professor of
philosophy and chairman of the faculties of
Hobard and William Smith Colleges in
Geneva, N.Y., he has a master's of divinity
from Union Theological Seminary, and an
M.A. and Ph.D. in philosophy from North-
western University. He has written several
philosophical articles and essays, studied in
France at the Seminaire d'Epistemologe
(1973-74), and been named a Young Humanist
fellow by the National Endowment for the
Humanities. He has a wife and two children.
Victor Whitman B.A. '60 was promoted to
the rank of associate professor at the
Pennsylvania State University College of
Medicine in Hershey, Pa. He received his
M.D. from the University of Texas South-
western Medical School in Dallas and has
been teaching pediatrics at Pennsylvania for
three years. Dr. Robert C. Duncan BA
'62 is one of three professors on the staff of
the Medical University of South Carolina who
have collaborated on Introductory Biostatistics
for the Health Sciences, a text on inferential
statistical applications for health profession-
als. He received an M.S. and Ph.D. in
biostatistics from the University of Oklahoma
and is an associate professor of biometry at
the University of South Carolina, in Colum-
bia. Gayle (Holberg) Bickers BA '64
writes from Omaha, Neb., that "life has
become a bit busier. Our second child, Robert
Guy, arrived on 2 February. Life as an
assistant professor in the University of
Nebraska Medical School and mother to
Robert and Margaret, age four, tends to be
hectic. But relief is in sight — come October
Peter and I are off to the Australian Outback
for one month, just for fun and photography."
Cynthia (Lyle) Brewer BA '64 is a
recipient of one of ten $7,000 Jones Fellow-
ships awarded to students in the Texas Tech
University College of Educational Leadership
Fellows Doctoral Program. She received her
master's degree from Boston College and has
taught at the University of Florida, Tarrant
County Junior College, and Waltrip High
School of Houston. Her major will be in
higher education. One more bit of news in
medicine comes from Jerry Edwards BA
'64, who writes that he has started practice
in obstectrics and gynecology in Southwest
Houston after completing his residency at
Baylor. "My wife, Karren (Cowdin) Ed-
wards BA '63 is teaching science fiction,
humanities, and creative writing at Bellaire
High School." Charles Homer III '64 has
received his law degree from the University
of Houston and is now practicing with the firm
of Werner and Rusk in Houston. Paul W.
Brewer BA '66 dropped us a line from New
Mexico before embarking on his adventure:
"In August my wife, Valerie, and I depart for
what promises to be an exciting one to four
years abroad. After a five-year period on the
history faculties of the University of New
Mexico and the University of Texas at El
Paso, I have accepted a position on the
faculty of the University of Maryland's Far

East Division. My job will take us from Japan
to Taiwan to South Korea, with as much
travel and touring in the area in between
times as our visas and budget allow. I will be
teaching history and government courses
and Valerie will pursue her career as
a special education teacher. If all goes well,
we hope to transfer. to Maryland's European
after a year or two in the Orient,
before returning to the United States."
Louis and Rosemary (Thomas) Dupree
BA '66, PhD. '71/BA '68 have recently
returned from a trip to Holland and Scan-
dinavia. Rosemary received her law degree
from the University of Houston in May and
plans to practice in Galveston with the firm of
Dibrell, Dibrell, Greer, and Brown after
taking her bar exam. Louis is a process
specialist for Monsanto in Texas City and
Alvin and enjoying his work, Rosemary
writes. Carl Landow March '67, a
member of the architecture faculty at the
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, since
1974, has recently been chosen to attend a
conference of architecture school deans and
faculty members at Standford University. The
50 seminar participants will study
earthquake-resistant construction. John
Eric Leuders PhD '67 has won a National
Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship in
Residence of $15,000 for the academic year
1977-78. "I will be participating in a seminar
at the University of California at Santa Cruz;
the seminar will explore the development of
human consciousness from the paleolithic
period to the Renaissance in Europe," he
writes. Sound ambitious? Cpt. Charles P.
Jastre BA '68 writes from Ft. Carson,
Colo., that his employer, the U.S. Army, "is
quite probably the most important institution
in the world today. What we do or fail to do
will profoundly affect the course of western
civilization ... That is why I have spent the
last four years (since graduation from law
school) in that venerable institution. The
reason why I will probably get out in the near
future is much the same." W. Don Smith
BA '68, MME '69 is the "proud parent" of
Claire Hally Smith, born February 19, 1976.
Dr. Dean Victory BA '68, assistant pro-
fessor of mathematics at Texas Tech Univer-
sity, was a faculty participant in the research
program, Mathematics Division, Scientific
Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico, dur-
ing the past summer. Mike Deming BA '69
is working with city transportation planning
and community development projects as a
new member of the Houston planning de-
partment. After graduating from Rice, he
took a master's of science in regional planning
from the University of Texas. Michel Aaron
Douglas BS '69 is teaching neurology at the
University of Mississippi School of Medicine
at the Medical Center in Jackson, Miss. He
took his M.D. from the University of Texas
Southwestern Medical School at Dallas and
had his internship and residency at the
Mississippi Medical Center. Doug Gray BA
'69 has written to catch classmates up on his
activities. After two-and-a-half years as a
graduate student and teaching assistant at
Rice in molecular biology, "I dropped out to
become a tennis bum." For the next five
years he was a tennis teaching professional at
various Houston clubs, apartments, and
private courts, then decided to close out his
tennis career with a book: If You Can Think,
You Can Play Tennis: A Rational Approach.
"The book is yet to be published. Currently I
am training with Merril Lynch to become an
account executive in their First City National
Bank Building. As with tennis, I hope to turn

an avocation into a voca-
tion." Patricia Ann
(Brown) Jacobs BA '69
has received a McNeese
State University Founda-
tion Graduate Fellowship
valued at $2,400. Seeking a

master's degree in microbiology from
McNeese (Lake Charles, La.), Patricia has
worked as a research technician at the
Veteran's Hospital in Washington, D.C., and
at the University of Colorado Medical School.
She and her husband, Richard, have two
children.
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1970-1977

"This year has been a biggie!" writes Sherry
(Schoffstall) Barker BA '70. "Forrest and
I had our first child, Jonathan Alan, on
Christmas Day! I got my master's in public
administration from George Washington Uni-
versity in May, and I received the Soldier of
the Year Award from my Army Reserve unit
in June. Forrest (who says 'hi' to Tim Bratton
'69 — they went to high school together in
Norman, Olda.) and I both work for the
Defense Department in the Washington
D.C., area. P.S. Being .a mother is great!"
John D. Fisher BA '70, MEE '70, PhD
'74 received an M.D. degree from the
University of Texas Health Science Center at
San Antonio in May and is now in internal
medicine residence at Scott and White
Memorial Hospital, Temple, Tex. Classnotes
sparked a response from Emily (Haw-
thorn) Longsford BA '70: "It is so good to
hear of long-lost friends like Kathy Lewis
Amen and Byron and Jeanne Balbach. They
must think that I just disappeared too, though
I am still in Houston. For the past few years
I've been a systems programmer at United
Gas Pipe Line, a task that varies from
teaching time sharing to installing compilers,
to more. I am married to Michael Longsford,
who works for the Houston Chronicle. We
both enjoy mysteries, scuba diving,
backgammon, old movies, and Siamese cats."
Joseph A. Pratt BA '70 received his Ph.D.
degree from John Hopkins University in May.
A note from Suzanne Saunders BA '70
says: "Like almost everybody else in the
country, including Joanie Caucus, I recently
got a law degree (UH, '76). Then, almost
before the ink was dry on my Texas law
license, I fled the jurisdiction for Colorado,
where I took another bar exam and passed it,
and I'm a Deputy State Public Defender,
living and working in Golden. There's nothing
in the world that I'd rather be doing, and
nowhere in the world where I'd rather be
doing it. Hello to all my old Rice Friends."
Robert M. Schoolfield BA '70 married
Amy Marr Prassel in Dallas in June. They
now live in Edinburg, Tex. James Robert
Shepherd BA '70, MS '74 received his
M.D. degree from the University of Texas
Science Health Center at San Antonio in May
and is now in internal medicine residency at
Keesler Air Force Base Medical Center,
Biloxi, Miss. Peter C. Swenson BA '70,
received his M.D. degree from the Univer-
sity of Texas Health Science Center at San
Antonio in May and is now in pediatric
residency at Bexar County Hospital, San
Antonio. Vivian Vahlberg BA '70 and her
husband, Richard Gordon, have a new ad-
dress to report to friends. They've moved
into a recently renovated row house on the
fringe of Capitol Hill in Washington, D.C.,
where Vivian has lived for the last seven
years. She and Rick just celebrated their first
anniversary in June. She is a Washington-
based reporter and columnist for the Daily
Oklahoma City Times and Colorado Springs
Sun, and serves on the board of the National
Press Club. Rick is associate editor of
Advertising Age magazine. They'd love to
hear from friends. The address is: 617 5th
Street N.E., Washington, D.C. 20002. An ole
came our way from Robert M. Wernicke
BA '70, who writes, "Because of our joint
interest in things Spanish, my wife Marian
and I concocted a move to Madrid, Spain,
where I am working for a Spanish architect-
engineering firm on the design of a nuclear
power plant. We were homesick at first, but
now have begun to feel at home here. We are
enjoying Spanish life; it should be a pleasant
two years." Judy (Manry) Klein BA '71
writes, "Bill and I will be celebrating our sixth
anniversary with a special person. Our
daughter, Julie Marie, was born March 9,
1977. Bill became the cashier of Braes
Bayou National Bank (a new SW Houston
bank) last summer and is busy with that. I
am revelling in my new career as wife and

Roads Not Taken
Russell K. Brown '57 was traveling 130 M.P.H.
that night on a back road. He rounded a curve
and his headlights showed a herd of cows in
the road. Brown lived to tell the tale:

"All you have to do is find a gap in the herd,
and at those speeds you're through it before
they have time to close it."

His speeding was not due to an emergency
and not even because of his particular love of
highspeed driving. Brown was five miles off
course in an auto rally and trying to make up
precious lost time.
An auto rallying addict and twice national

champion (1968, 1971), Brown is presently
the fifth-ranked participant in the history of
the sport. In the business world he is
manager of operations for the Moore Paper
Companies of Texas. He has "rallied" for
seventeen years.
"The mathematics of it appeals to me," he

says. Auto rallying is more of a battle of
minds than of wheels and engines, and
requires computer precision and accuracy. A
typical rally, as described by Brown, goes
something like this:
"You have two people in the car (any kind of

car), one driver and one navigator. The rally,
which usually begins at about 6 A.M. and ends
some twelve hours later, runs along local
roads on a course laid out in a series of
instructions you receive at the beginning.
The directions tell not only which roads you
must follow, but give you a constantly
changing average speed which must be
maintained as well.
"Several checkpoints, often hidden around

a bend in the road, time you along the way.
You get points for the number of seconds you
are ahead or behind schedule. The team with
the lowest number of points at the end of the
course — in other words, the team which has
followed the directions the most exactly —
wins."

That's just the bare basics. Brown rallies in
the computer class. His Porsche, provided by
a car sponsor, has a computer which meas-
ures the wheel revolutions of the car.
Programmed with the average speeds dic-
tated by the rally instructions, and teamed
with a crystal digital clock, the computer
keeps a constant tab on how far ahead or
behing schedule the team is running.

Computers will not win the rally, however.
Because new equipment allows cars to be
consistently on schedule within a fraction of a
second, numerous complexities have been
added by rallying officials. As Russell ex-
plains, "the directions are written to coax you
into getting lost."

In addition to the chronological numeric
(direction sheet), there are "notes" which
give specific directions such as "turn right at
Woodhead," but don't say when or where the
turn occurs. These directions are transcribed
onto "stickies" and pasted along the outer
edge of the windshield by the navigator. Both
members of the driving team must be on a
constant lookout for the unexpected turns
dictated by the notes.

Russell Brown

"It takes extremely fast reactions and a
very logical mind to run the course," he says.
"Actually there's a movement now to simplify
the rules, make them more like they used to
be. Right now, I'd say there are only about
twenty drivers in the country who understand
them fully."

If the course is followed precisely, the
drivers never have to exceed legal speed
limits. But the predominance of Porsches,
Datsuns, and other sports cars in the field
attest to the fact that legal speed limits are
not always followed.

"It's good to be a little ahead of schedule as
a safety margin. Then if you round a curve
suddenly and see a check point you can slow
down drastically to get back on schedule
before you hit the stopwatch. You're not
allowed to stop, but you can creep." Getting
lost can lead to 130 M.P.H. sprints on back
roads with attendant dangers such as cow
herds.
Those back roads, however, are also a

major part of the rallying appeal for Brown. "I
get to travel all over the country and see
places I never would've seen otherwise. Our
courses take us out into rural areas a tourist
would never find. The course at Denver
included some of the most beautiful country
I've ever seen, and I expect the Labor Day
race in Tuscon to be just as spectacular."
Brown has very few hobbies outside of

rallying, because "I don't like to do anything
half-way —I go all the way and try to be the
best. I've rarely belonged to any organization
that I haven't been president of at one time or
another."
When at Rice, he was a photographer for

the Campanile and Thresher staffs; upon
graduation he considered a career in com-
mercial photography. "But I figured the cost
of equipment and general overhead would not
make it economically feasible." He also
enjoyed gambling, and recalls earning money
for books and supplies in poker games each
fall with unwary freshmen. This combination
of interests was reflected in a wry depiction
of the ruin of an annual in the Campanile staff
section of the 1957: "Russell Brown gambled
away the darkroom supplies ..."

Instead of photography, Brown invested
his B.A. in economics into computers and left
Rice for a six-month stint in New York
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working with the UNIVAC i in 1956. "That
computer was so large, we walked inside of it
every morning to replace blown vaccuum
tubes," he recalls. Later he was employed by
Burroughs Corporation and then Hughes
Tool, where he stayed for ten years and
became operations manager.
Two years ago, however, Brown decided it

was time for a change in careers. "I had gone
as far as I could in computers. Everyone I
sold to was just concerned with overhead:
How little can I spend on a computer system?
Now, at Moore, I'm the one asking those
questions."

Computers still have a strong hold on
Brown, however. He was recently appointed
chairman of the National Computer Confer-
ence (NCC) Committee, which is responsi-
ble, among other things, for the organization
of an annual conference for computer dealers
and buffs. The latest, held in Dallas in June,
attracted 36,000 people.
Brown admits his NCC post is "pretty

extracurricular" to his present position of
Moore, but it allows him to keep up with the
recent innovations in computers. "The things
you can do with a silicone chip are as infinite
as ideas. Right now, there are more new
inventions in computers than the companies
can keep up with. They can't even market
them all."
One of the newest in Dallas was "a

computer you can hold in your hand that plays
blackjack with you. It has a random element
that deals cards and, just like a house, it sits
on seventeen and takes another card on
sixteen."
Two strands woven together, logic and

gambling, are characteristic of Brown's per-
sonality and career — from poker games to
auto rallying to a fascination for blackjack
computers. Seen in hindsight, the gambles of
life seem to have succumbed to his patterns
of logic.
"One more funny thing I ought to tell you,"

he says at the end of the interview. "Twenty-
five years ago, I graduated from Lamar High
School. At that time I didn't even own a car I
was a bus rider and hitchhiker. But when it
came time to make up class prophecies, for
some reason, the committee that wrote then'
came up with this one for me: 'Russell Brown„
will be a national sports car racing champion.

mother." Sara McDaniel BA '71 is com-
pleting two years of fundraising activity for
the new Neurosensory Center of Houston,
a $35 million joint project of Baylor College
of Medicine and Methodist Hospital in the
Texas Medical Center. As a member of the
fundraising team, Sara found herself deeply
involved in a project she had originally joined
on temporary status for six months.
Thomas D. Nichols PhD '71 received an
M.D. degree from the University of Texas
Health Science Center at San Antonio in May
and is now in family practice residency at
Bexar County Hospital, San Antonio. Ben-
jamin M. Primer III BA '71 received his
Ph.D. degree from John Hopkins University
in May. Melvin L. Cohen BA '72 received
his M.D. from the University of Virginia in
Charlottesville in May and is now "on call
every third night" during his residency in
pediatrics at the University of Texas Health
Science Center at San Antonio. John F.

Mauldin BA '72 wrote us on a very
interesting graphics stationery: "Upon marry-
ing Marye Lou I left Rice and went to
Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary
where I graduated in 1974 with a Master
Divine or something like that. Since that time
I have been in business for myself in one thing
or another. I have settled down in Dallas,
Texas, and am currently designing and direct-
ing direct mail programs for several insurance
and retailing companies. Next time you get a
'gram' of some kind look at the signature. I
am doing millions of them. I have a four-
month-old daughter, Tiffani Romaine. The
Lord is doing a good work in my life, and
leading me in areas where I would never have
gone without His help. I would enjoy hearing
from any of you (except the loan payment
office). You can write me at 2750 Satsuma,
Dallas, TX 75229." Christi Oliver BArch
'72 has joined Planning, Research Corpora-
tion of Houston as vice president director of
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programming. Scott M. Perry BA '72
writes, "I've recently moved to Evanston,
Ill., to join the Reba Place Fellowship, a
Christian community of some 200 people. rill
living in a household at 723 Seward with a
married couple, their four children, and three

other single young adults. I feel very much at
home here after only two months. I would
welcome any visitors." Kathy Allen BA '73
has been at Duke University since SO'
tember, 1973. She received her M.A. al
Romance Languages in 1974, and hopes to

complete all work for a Ph.D. by May, 1978.
She has just started teaching French at
Richland College in Dallas. Kathy and Ala°.
Weber BA '73 were married in Houston 03
August. Alan is a section head at Texas
Instruments, and loves his work. They have
just bought a new house in Plano, and "are
having a great time moving from stude1!
status to members of the bourgeoisie.
Warren P. Bagley BA '73 received an
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M.D. degree from the University of Texas
Health Science Center at San Antonio and is
now in surgery residency at the University of
Colorado Affiliated Hospitals, Denver.
Raymond N. Brignac BA '73 received an
M.D. degree from the University of Texas
Health Science Center in San Antonio in May
and is now in family practice residency
at Family Practice Center, Tuscaloosa, Ala.
The Lone Star is invading New York accord-
ing to the note we receive from C. A. Irene
Browne BA '73, BArch '75: "On Texas
Independence Day a group of about twenty
Rice alurnini got together at the 'Lone Star
Cafe' in New York and had a real stomping
good time drinking Lone Star beer and
reminiscing about the 'Good Ole Days' at
Rice! I know quite a few alumni here in New
York who are not in touch with the Alumni
Association but would truly enjoy more Rice
reunions!!!" Dana Allen Fuller BA '73
received his M.D. degree from the Univer-
sity of Texas Health Science Center at San
Antonio and is now in diagnostic radiology
residency at John Sealy Hospital, Galveston.
Robert A. Furse BA '73 a June graduate of
Baylor College of Medicine, is now in
residency in internal medicine at the Univer-
sity of Miami Affiliated Hospital. Harold V.
Gaskill III BA '73 received his M.D.
degree from the University of Texas Health
Science Center at San Antonio in May and is
now in surgery residency at Charity Hospital,
New Orleans. Roger and Deborah
(Homerstad) Krebs BA '73, BArch
'74 /BA '75 write that he is now an
employee of an architectural firm in Casper,
Wyo., and she is with an insurance agency.
"Enjoying the nearby mountain and a dry
summer for a change. If you run out of gas
while driving through (it's beautiful country,
but nobody stops on purpose!) give us a call!"
Their address is 218 East 11th St., Casper,
WY. 82601. Michael T. Parker BA '73
received his M.D. degree from the Univer-
sity of Texas Health Science Center at San
Antonio in May and is now in psychiatry
residency at Walter Reed U.S. Army Hospi-
tal, Washington, D.C. Michael F. Sarosdy
BA '73 received his M.D. degree from the
University of California at San Diego Af-
filiated Hospitals, San Diego. Yvonne Seu-
turia BA '73 received her M.D. degree
from the University of Texas Health Science
Center at San Antonio in May and is now in
pediatric residency at William Shands Hospi-
tal, Gainesville, Fla. Perry J. Shanken BA
'73 received his M.D. degree from the
University of Texas Health Science Center at
San Antonio in May and is now in a flexible
intership at Baylor College of Medicine
Affiliated Hospitals, Houston. John and Jill
(Isbell) Slimp BA '73 are now living in
Dallas, but are in the midst of building a house
in Carrollton, Tex., a suburb of Dallas. John is
an attorney with the firm of McCracken,
Shields, and Taylor of Carrollton and Jill
teaches American and world history in the
Richardson school district. Thomas Stasko
BA '73 received his M.D. degree from the
University of Texas Health Science Center at
San Antonio in May and is now in family
practice residency at Scott Memorial Center,
Scott Air Force Base, Ill. William P.
Starnes BA '73 has joined the faculty of
Williams College in Williamstown, Mass., as
an assistant professor of economics. He has
Just received his Ph.D. from Yale. Robert
Bronson Stilwell BA '73 received his
M.D. degree from the University of Texas
Health Science Center at San Antonio in May
and is now in pediatric residency at M.D.
Anderson Hospital, Houston. He also writes
that he and his wife Evelyn now have a son,
Trevor, born June 27, 1976. James Llamas
BA '74 gave us an ego boost in his letter
from New York, N.Y. "After graduation I
worked for one year and then enrolled in the
MBA program at Harvard Business School. I
graduated in June and am now employed as a
real estate analyst with Reliance Group here
in New York. In Boston I attended several
alumni functions and would like to do the
same here. I am very appreciative of the
work the Association is doing. I think the
SALLYPORT is an excellent alumni paper. "John

Double Visions
Togetherness is great, but can't it get to be
too much? This was the question asked of
two Rice couples who graduated from medical
school last spring. Each couple had to adjust
not only to married life, but to the "tremen-
dous" pressures of med school as well.
Was it more difficult being married? Not at

all, according to Henry and Jean Hamilton
Holcomb, who both received their B.A. s in
1972.

"Without question, med school is easier
when both the husband and wife are in-
volved," says Henry.

Henry and Jean Hamilton Holcomb
PHOTOGRAPHY BY SAN ANTONIO EXPRESS

"Yes," Jean agrees, "it was pretty neat. I
think medical school would have been miser-
able without Henry."

Well, maybe, if you ask Alan Woelfel and
Cheryl Spzak Woelfel, both member of the
class of '73. "The first two years were
terrible," they concurred. "We had nothing to
talk about. Both of us were very bored. Can
you imagine the conversation at the dinner
table when both of you have had exactly the
same experiences all day every day?"
Henry and Jean married the summer after

their graduation from Rice and spent their
first year together at the University of
Chicago, where Jean was working on a
research fellowship. During that year, both
decided to become doctors and applied to the
Texas medical school system. Both were
accepted at San Antonio's UT Health Science
Center and, soon after enrolling, found
themselves doing everything from labs to
laundry together. Their conversations, like
Alan and Cheryl's, tended to center on
medicine.
"During the pre-clinical classes, we dis-

cussed it constantly - over supper, with
friends, at breakfast, everywhere," Jean
says. "Henry would be in the shower and yell
out a question.
"He still never tires of 'talking medicine,'

although I enjoy discussing art or literature.

Of course, that ties in with my psychiatry
interest."
A few domestic problems arose, but were

taken care of through the willingness of each
to share in housekeeping duties. "If I had a
macho husband, there might have been
problems," Jean says, but adds that Henry is
"super domestic."

Alan and Cheryl chose the UT Health
Science Center in Dallas after graduation, and
planned to get married after giving them-
selves time to adjust to the rigors of medical
school. They were married during Christmas
vacation of their sophomore year.

In an effort to bring some variety into their

Cheryl Spzak and Alan Woelfel

identical schedules, each enrolled in a sepa-
rate art class at Southern Methodist Univer-
sity. In addition to giving the couple some-
thing besides medicine to talk about, the
classes, which met at different times, gave
husband and wife some time alone. "We found
that the time alone added greatly to our time
together," Cheryl says.

Still, real diversity didn't come to the home
until they began to specialize in their studies,
after the first two years. Today, Cheryl is
continuing her pathology studies during her
residency at Duke University; she hopes to
specialize further in the science of
hematopathology. Alan is doing his residency
in internal meflicine eight miles away at North
Carolina Men1orial Hospital in Chapel Hill.
Jean and Henry were both accepted for

internships at their first choice, the Univer-
sity of Chicago. Henry has already begun his
three-year stint, after which he hopes to
specialize in internal medicine with a sub-
speciality in endocrinology. He hopes to enter
the field of academic medicine.
Jean has four to five more years of study

before completing her training in psychiatry,
but, in deference to her husband, she has
postponed her internship for a year. "The
first year is the worst. We'd never see one
another if both were interning at the same
time," she explains.

R. and Kate (Jones) Merkling BA
'76/BA '74 write from Provo, Utah, where
John is beginning his second year of law
school at Brigham Young University. "I
worked as a micro-computer programmer for
Mini Business Systems in Provo full-time
until April, when our first child, Joseph, was
born. I now work part-time and John has my
full-time job for the summer," Kate writes.
She has a master's degree in political science
now from the University of Texas and "would
love to hear from our friends from Rice."
Their address is Rt. 3 Box 532, Provo, UT,
84601. "Well, I figured I would never do it;
but I done got married," Robert Walz
BCom '74 writes from San Antonio. Along
with new responsibilities, he now has a
partnership in a construction company. "I love
the work and I really love the free time -
vacation anytime I want it. Just about to finish
my dream house." His wife, Barbara, is a
nurse for the Veterans Administration Hospi-
tal in San Antonio. John A. Stoner BA '75
writes, "I'm in my third year of law school at
Mr. Jefferson's school - the University of
Virginia - and am looking for a permanent
job in either the Houston or Washington,
D.C., areas." James Michael Goodwin
BS '76 and Elizabeth Rayner Krause BA
'77 were married in Houston in June. They
are now in Oklahoma City where Elizabeth is
continuing her studies at the University of
Oklahoma and James is working for Exxon
Corp. Veronica Martinez BA '76 writes

from Austin that she has married another
Rice grad, Adan G. Vega BA '76 "He is
currently enrolled in the U.T. Law School,
and I am a graduate student in developmental
psychology at U.T." Linda Ruth MacGor-
man BA '77 has been awarded the Leo
Potisham scholarship to Mayo Medical School.

In Memoriam

Jack C. Pollard '25, a Rice Trustee
Emeritus, died August 21 in Chicago, Ill.
Pollard, an independent oilman, was ap-
pointed to the Rice Board of Governors in
1955, and was elected a trustee in 1968. He
became a trustee emeritus in 1974. During
his term as a trustee, he was chairman of the
oil committee which supervised energy in-
vestments made by the university. Pollard
was born in Little Rock, Ark., and was a
longtime resident of Houston.

Film director Roberto Rosselini, a former
lecturer at Rice's Media Center, died June 3.
Known as the creator of the Italian realism
school of motion pictures, Rosselini began his
association with the Media Center in 1970 and
was also on the board of directors of the
Rothko Chapel in Houston.

Alice Nicholson Hanszen, longtime ben-
efactress of Rice, died May 22. Hanszen
College bears the name of her late husband,
Harry C. Hanszen. Mrs. Hanszen moved to
Houston from Dallas in 1929 when she
married Mike Hogg, son of Texas Governor
James S. Hogg. After Hogg's death, she
married Hanszen. She was a patron of many
Houston institutions besides Rice, including
the Museum of Fine Arts and M. D.
Anderson Hospital and was a major con-
tributor to the Schreiner Institute and Sid
Peterson Hospital, both in Kerrville, Tex.

Bessie W. Bankhead MA '16, of Seattle,
Wash. Adele Waggaman BA '17, of Hous-
ton. Florence Worley Skipwith BA '18,
of Houston. Louis L. Maas '20, of Hous-
ton. Clifton R. Shaw BS '20, of Lafayette,
La. Dorothy Bradshaw Burns BA '23.
Mary Bell Loftis BA '23, of Longview,
Tex. Ida Keilin Werlin '23, of Houston.
Tracy Wilson Corkins '25, of Alpine, Tex.
Johnnie Folse Dolson '25, of Richmond,
Tex. Dr. Jarvis C. Youngblood '25, of
Houston. Yerger Hill '26, of Houston.
Michael Spampinato BA '26, of Houston.
Richard R. Morris BA '27, of Springfield,
Ore. Clara Elizabeth Taylor '27, of
Wimberly, Tex. Jean Robert Moechel '32,
of Seabrook, Tex. Mary Graves Morse
'32, of Houston. Truman L. Cabaness
'33, of Mt. Pleasant, Tex. Mitchell M.
Lewis BS '34, of Houston. James H.
McGee Jr. '37, of Houston. William
Leroy Cherico '50, of Houston. Theodore
0. Buchel Jr. BA '51, of Houston. Car-
mon L. Stewart BS '55, of Dallas.
Wilhelmina Arnold Kranzke '57. John
Crowder BArch '63, of Houston. Albert
F. Milne Jr. BA '75, of San Antonio, Tex.
Donovan Sadler BA '75, of Bulwago,
Rhodesia.

SALLYPORT PERSONALS. Better than a message in a bottle. Think of this Class
Notes form as a letter to people you knew at Rice. Speak to them about your life since
graduation .. . and anything else you want to tell them is welcome, too. We would like Class
Notes to reflect the style, the interests, the causes and the ideas of those whose paths
crossed the Rice campus. Tell us what's important to you.

Name  

Address (_ new)

___ Class
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What did you do when you were
at Rice? You made *7-c:2 a lot of friends,
studied, dabbled in l'iomEco sports, decided
what to do with your life (or had already decided, or
still didn't decide), maybe tried your hand in fine arts,
went to parties and football games.
What can you do at Homecoming '77? See a lot of

old friends (and make new ones), study some at the
special exhibits of architectural master drawings of
the original Rice campus and other memorabilia,
dabble in sports at the Lovett College Homecoming
Cross Country, find the room where you decided
what to do with your life (or didn't decide or had
already decided — almost any room will do), look at
the fine arts created by your fellow alumni entered
in the Rice Alumni Art Exhibit II, go to parties and
a football game.

We're not saying Homecoming will be as good as
your student days at Rice. It might be better. After
all, you'll get to do everything in two-and-a-half days
that it used to take you four years to do. Registration
begins Thursday, October 27. Schedules and other
details can be found in the Owlmanac section of this
SALLYPORT. Join us. Come home to the owl.
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